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STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES- 1908.

INTRODUCTION.

This, the third annual presentation of the financial statistics of the

cities and towns of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (published in

accordance with the provisions of Chapter 296, Acts of 1906, as amended

by Section 6, Chapter 371, Acts of 1909), covers the municipal fiscal

years ending between ISTovember 30, 1908, and April 1, 1909. Classi-

fication problems involving many difficult questions which have required

time and careful consideration to adjust satisfactorily, defective account-

ing methods in many of our municipalities, and the disinclination of many
accoimting officers to apply themselves to making out our schedules con-

tinue to prevent the issue of these reports as soon after the period covered

by them as is to be desired.^ It is also to be borne in mind that returns

made in good faith are often found to be in such condition that it is im-

possible to tabulate them in order that they may be presented for all

municipalities on a uniform statistical basis without a great amount of

office clerical labor and frequently a personal examination of the accounts

by an agent sent to the city or town for the purpose.

But the progress made by the Bureau of Statistics since the inception

of its w^ork in this field, both in awakening public interest to the im-

portance of reform in the financial methods of the cities and towns of

the Commonwealth and in the accomplishment of concrete results, has

been very gratifying and is not to be measured merely by the statistical

tabulations to be found in the pages of this report. Through the publi-

cation of supplementary bulletins and exhibits embodying the results

^ In order that a complete presentation of receipts and pajinents might be made in detail for

the 33 cities, and also that a summary of all financial transactions for the large towns (i.e., those

having a population of 5,000 or over) might be given in this report, it was necessary to send

agents of the Bureau to obtain the necessary information direct from the books of numerous

cities and towns whose accounting officers failed to make returns. But while the delay and

apparent indifference of accounting officers in some instances in the matter of making returns

required of them is exasperating, we confess to an inclination in many cases to temper criticism.

with sympathy. Very few of these officials receive sufficient compensation to enable them to devote

the time to official duties which should be given in order that the municipality may receive the service

it ought to have, — even though it may readily be admitted that in the small towns the transactions

are not in number or magnitude such as to require all of a man's time to record them properly.

Of the 33 cities of the State, eight only, including Boston, pay their city auditors an annual

salary of $2,000 or over; four pay $1,800; ten pay between $1,200 and $1,800; four pay $1,000;

one pays $900; two, $700; one, $500; two, $400; and one, $100.
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of special studies and investigations, by informal conferences with local

officials in various parts of the State, and by advice and counsel given

almost daily to selectmen, treasurers, and auditors v^ho visit the office

in person for information and suggestions, the Bureau is now in the

fifth year of its active crusade throughout the Commonwealth for mu-

nicipal financial reform. It has been a campaign of education conducted

with the desire to secure the co-operation and approval of administrative

officers and taxpayers alike in behalf of efficiency in municipal govern-

ment; a campaign pursued earnestly, but for the most part quietly and

conservatively, and on the theory that while the self-governing instinct

is strong in our Massachusetts cities and towns, so also is filial devotion

to the mother Commonwealth, and that when she comes to them with

a genuine helping hand, she will not be repulsed.

A considerable stimulus has undoubtedly been given to this work

during the past twelve months by the new legislation supplementing and

extending the duties placed upon the Bureau of Statistics by the original

legislation of 1906 which in terms went no further than to require mu-

nicipal accounting officers to make returns to the Bureau upon uniform

schedules. Mere contact with the requirements of this act had the effect

in numerous instances of awakening local officials to a keener realization

of the unsatisfactory condition of their own accounting methods and led

logically to sincere and earnest appeals for substantial help in auditing

and introducing improved systems. This assistance the Bureau has not,

until recently, been equipped to render, even to cities and towns willing

to pay for the service.

The Legislature of 1910, after careful consideration of a proposition

to require the Bureau to audit and install systems of accounts upon a

uniform basis in the cities and towns of the Commonwealth, passed an

act making it the duty of the Director, upon petition of any city for

an audit of its accounts or for the installation of a system of accounts,

to cause such audit to be made and accounting system installed ; and upon

petition of a town, to audit its accounts and install a system of accounts,

— the systems thus installed to be uniform so far as practicable for all

cities and towns and the cost of the service to be assessed back upon the

municipality. This law has been in active operation hardly more than

nine months and the cities of Haverhill and Springfield and the towns

of Swampscott, l^Torthfield, Gardner, Ipswich, Sharon, Ludlow, Plym-

outh, Dracut, Palmer, and Carlisle have already taken advantage of the

act, while other municipalities will undoubtedly do so in the near future.

The Legislature in 1910 also passed an act (Chapter 624) authorizing

towns to appoint accountants whose accounts should be kept in accordance

with the system devised by the Bureau, and a further very important act

(Chapter 616) requiring all town notes after January 1, 1911, to be

issued on forms supplied by the Director of the Bureau of Statistics and

to be certified bv him.
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While it cannot be expected that any system of accounting, however

carefully and scientifically devised, even if the books are kept by com-

petent persons, will of itself prevent occasional dishonesty or insure a

municipality against maladministration, it would seem to be a rudimentary

proposition that our cities and towns ought to keep their accounts and

to prepare their published reports in such a manner as to disclose clearly

to the public the nature of their financial transactions, the sources of

revenue, the purposes for which expenditures are made and for which

money is borrowed, and as to whether proper provision has been made

for meeting debt obligations when due. If municipal accounts were so

kept, and reports prepared and published with this end in view, and if

financial transactions were hedged about with proper checks and restric-

tions, such as are now being prescribed by this department, a large part,

at least, of the existing opportunities for the encouragement of inefiiciency

and waste would disappear, and it would be next to impossible for dis-

honesty and incompetency to remain long undiscovered.

Every bookkeeper is expected to be able to balance his books properly

and honestly, but for a municipal accountant to regard the achievement

of this result as the end and object of his mission as a public servant

is to content himself with a woefully narrow conception of the functions

of his office. Public finance is at best not an easy subject to popularize.

When, therefore, to what may be termed a lack of the imaginative faculty

(without which actually recorded facts cannot be translated into such

form that the public will ordinarily be able to comprehend them), there

is added failure on the part of administrative and accounting officers

even to make record of financial transactions with adequate detail or

clearness, it is small wonder that the people are not always able to keep

themselves properly informed as to actual conditions; and, without the

information which is obtainable only through intelligent publicity, they

are powerless to apply the remedy before disaster comes.

Hitherto, if a citizen wished to know what a certain branch of the

public service was costing as a whole, — or if it were a revenue producer,

what it was earning, — he was obliged to depend upon his own ingenuity

to pick out the items one by one from even the best arranged of our

public documents and to attempt to arrange them into the desired groups

as best he might, only to find it impossible even then in many instances

to reconcile unexplained discrepancies. Hence it is that we lay so much

stress in this work upon the necessity for classifying municipal accounts

and financial transactions so that they will, when published, possess a

meaning and significance for taxpayers and administrative officers which

the mere alphabetical arrangement of unrelated items, now so charac-

teristic of financial reports, can never give ; and we accordingly say to

all municipal accounting officers :— Classify your accounts so that the

public may ascertain just ivhat its money is being spent for and ivhether

it is being well spent.
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Seevice Rendered by the Bukeatj in the Reform of Municipal

Financial Methods.

It would require several pages to enumerate all the instances in which

the influence of the Bureau of Statistics during the past year may be

directly traced in stirring the municipalities of the Commonwealth to

a keener realization of the necessity of reorganizing the methods hitherto

in vogue of handling their financial affairs, and particularly methods

of borrowing money and of meeting debt obligations. We have, however,

thought it worth while to cite a few typical concrete examples which

illustrate the practical character of the service now being performed by

this department in helping to straighten out the financial affairs of our

cities and towns and place them upon a better footing for the future :
—

Amherst.— The town has a note for $13,000 falHng clue in the latter part of

the current year, which, according to the advice of this Bureau, could not be

renewed without an enabling act from the Legislature, although the town had

probably succeeded in renewing this loan from time to time without such legisla-

tion. The town has also had outstanding for many years a demand note for

$3,700, definite provision for paying which the town authorities were advised

should be made. The Legislature was accordingly petitioned for authority to

make specific provision for the refunding of these debts, and an act was passed,

under suspension of the rules (Chapter 654, Acts of 1911, approved July 10),

whereby the town is authorized to borrow $16,000 and to issue notes or bonds

therefor for $1,600 each, payable one each year in the years 1912 to 1921,

inclusive.

Carlisle.— The town voted at its meeting March 6, 1911, " to accept and adopt

the provisions of Chapter 598 of the Acts of 1910," thereby petitioning the

Bureau for an audit of the town accounts and the installation of an accounting

system, and the work has been completed.

Cheshire.— The chairman of the board of selectmen called at this ofiice in

January for advice as to the best method of handling certain outstanding debts

of the town on which interest had been paid for many years. These consisted

chiefly of numerous demand notes issued for purposes which did not appear on

any existing town records and which it was stated no one could be found in the

town to satisfactorily explain. The chairman thought these debts should be

refunded and interest payments stopped as soon as possible. He was advised that

the proper course to pursue would be to petition the Legislature for authority to

refund the same. This was subsequeiitly done, and an act was passed and ap-

proved February 15 (Chapter 42, Acts of 1911) authorizing the town to borrow

$11,240, payable in 10 payments. At the annual town meeting held shortly

thereafter the town voted to do this, and notes for the amount were issued and

certified by the Director of the Bureau on March 18.

Dedham.— The board of auditors, in their annual report for 1911, recom-

mended the adoption of the Town Accountant Act, Chapter 624 of the Acts of

1910, stating in this connection :
•

—

Your board believes that the adoption of this law would be a step in the right

direction and could be taken without placing any appreciable burden of expense

upon the town. It would furnish an adequate method of checking all the financial
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transactions of the several departments of the town, placing the responsibility upon

one man rather than upon a board of three, and, without burdening the treasurer,

provide a means of obtaining such statistics as the Commonwealth is now requiring.

The auditors reeommended further that their office be abolished, and articles were

accordingly inserted in the warrant for the annual meeting to see if the town would

accept the provisions of the act and abolish the office of town auditors. These

articles were referred to a committee at the meeting held April 3, 1911.

Dracut. — At the regular annual meeting held March G, 1911, it was voted to

abolish the office of town auditor and to authorize the incoming board of selectmen

to appoint a town accountant at any time after March 1, 1912, in pursuance to

Chapter 624 of the Acts of 1910. At a special meeting held July 5, 1911, it was

voted, after some discussion, pursuant to an article in the warrant, " to petition

the Director of the Bureau of Statistics to cause an audit to be made of the

town accounts for the years 1910 and 1911, in accordance with the provisions of

Chapter 598 of the Acts of 1910."

Foxhorougli.— Under date of February 17, 1911, a leading citizen of the town

wrote the Director of the Bureau as follows :
'• We are trying to interest the

voters to accept the Town Accountant Act. Won't you write me some benefits

to be derived from the adoption of the act,— something that I can present to

the Board of Trade that would tend to obtain their co-operation. I am of the

opinion that if you would write me such a letter it would do a lot of good." To

this request the Director of the Bureau replied, under date of February 23, and

at the town meeting in March the Town Accountant Act was adopted, the

accountant chosen promptly asking for the assistance of the Bureau in installing

a proper accounting system.

Gardner.— After several conferences with town officers and other citizens

at which the work of this Bureau with relation to auditing and installing

accounting systems was explained, an article was inserted in the warrant for a

special town meeting July 24, 1911, at which time it was voted to petition the

Director of the Bureau of Statistics to make an audit of the town accounts in

accordance with the provisions of Chapter 598 of the Acts of 1910. On account

of the conditions existing at the time in the town, it was deemed advisable to

take up the work at once. The collector of taxes having died, it was necessary

to determine the amount of his tax collections for the current year due the town

at the time of his death, and to make out a new commitment of uncollected taxes

for his successor. In auditing the collector's accounts, a device was adopted

which incidentally operated to induce various delinquent taxpayers to call at the

collector's office and pay their bills, while others sent the amounts directly to the

Bureau of Statistics, which remitted them to the town. The work of installing

an accounting system is now (October 15, 1911) in progress.

Harwich. — This town received about two years ago a bequest of $10,000 from

the late Caleb Chase, to be held in trust for the poor of the town. The entire

amount was borrowed by the town, the income to be paid to the Overseers of the

Poor. The selectmen called at the office of the Bureau for a conference in regard

to the matter, explaining, in effect, that while the town did not need to borrow

more than about $5,000, it had borrowed the entire amount on the theory that

the fund could not be better invested. The selectmen were thereupon advised

that while this might be a good method of investing the fund, the town was

thereby needlessly burdening itself with a debt of $5,000, and, if allowed to run

indefinitely, the town would have a perpetual debt on which it would be obliged

to pay interest, thereby placing an interest burden on the taxpayers which it

was probable the donor never intended should be done. They were accordingly
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advised to arrange to restore the principal as soon as possible, and to invest

it in sneh form as would cause it to become an income-earning asset to the town

instead of a liability.

Haverhill.— The Director of the Bureau of Statistics was petitioned by the

Citj^ Council, under date of December 29, 1910, in accordance with the provisions

of Chapter 598 of the Acts of 1910, to oversee the installation of a system of

accounts, " such system to embrace and include all accormts of the city auditor

and city treasurer and collector." Mr. Harry T. Upham, Special Agent of the

Bureau, was assigned to this duty and has completed the installation of a system,

including provision for a monthly balance sheet. The appropriations for the

fiscal j^ear 1911 Avere made in accordance with a classified budget.

Ipstvicli.— Partly as the result of certain difficulties encountered in securing

returns of the town's finances on the forms prescribed by the Bureau, a motion

was made and passed by unanimous vote at the annual town meeting in April,

1911, requesting the Director of the Bureau of Statistics " to investigate the

necessity of changes in the method of keeping the accounts of the various depart-

ments of the town and in the method of making up the reports therefor and to

oversee the installation of a system of accounts in conformity with the state

laws and approved by him."

Ludlow:— At the annual town meeting it was voted to adopt the provisions

of Chapter 598 of the Acts of 1910, that is, to jDetition the Director of the Bureau

of Statistics for an audit of the town's accounts in accordance with said act. The

work of making such an audit as seems desirable and of installing an accounting

system is now (October 15, 1911) in progress.

Marshfield.— The town has a note for $15,000, due November 10, 1911, being

the remainder of a debt of $75,000 incurred originally in 1870 for the purchase

of 750 shares of stock in the Duxbury and Cohasset railroad; also a note for

$5,000, issued in December, 1910, for one year, for the purpose of raising funds

to repair damage done to the sea-wall. Instead of making provision in the

annual budget this year for the payment of these debts or any part of them at

maturity, it was decided to renew the loans in their entirety, and thereby, in

conjunction with the practice of certain economies in the annual appropriations

for current expenses, to reduce the tax rate. The town officers were advised that

in the judgment of this department they could not renew these loans at their

maturity, as proposed, without an act of the Legislature; a bill was therefore

introduced, under suspension of the rules, and an act passed (Chapter 585, Acts

of 1911, apioroved June 22) authorizing the town to refund this debt by the issue

of notes or bonds for $1,000 each, i^ayable two each year from 1912 to 1921,

inclusive, the ultimate extinction of the debt being thus provided for. Incidentally,

by the omission to make provision for the paym.ent of any portion of the debt

during the current year, it was possible to effect a reduction in the tax rate from
$16.50, the 1910 rate, to $10.

Northfield.— The town at its annual meeting on March 6 petitioned the

Bureau for an audit of its accounts for a period of six years, and Mr. Edward
H. Fenton, Special Agent of the Bureau, was assigned to the duty and made an

investigation of the town's accounts which resulted in the following findings :
—

(1) That the clerk of the selectmen so manipulated his accounts, and issued

orders on the town treasurer in such a manner as to indicate the abstraction, at

various times, of town funds aggregating $6,662.08.' This amount is, in our judg-

ment, a conservative figure, inasmuch as in several instances the real character of

^ The clerk was placed under arrest and his case continued in the lower court.
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the transactions, though open to grave suspicion, could not be accurately deter-

mined for lack of sufficient data, and such transactions were therefore excluded from
our computations. (2) That the accounts of the treasurer Avere found to be correct,

except in two instances in which the errors, which were what might be termed
clerical, were subsequently rectified; but that certain of the treasurer's methods in

keeping the accounts of the town and handling its funds have been exceedingly lax.

(3) That the auditing of the accounts of the town as performed by the regular town
auditor was clearly of a perfunctory character and, as the results of our audit have
shown, of no value whatever as affording any substantial protection to the town.'

Palmer.— At the town meeting held in March, 1911, it was voted to petition

the Director of the Bureau of Statistics under Chapter 598 of the Acts of 1910

for an audit and installation of an accounting system. Notice of this action was
not received by the Bureau from the local authorities until some six months after

it was taken, but the work will be proceeded with as soon as practicable under the

circumstances.

Plymouth.— At the regular annual meeting the town voted to accept the

provisions of the Town Accountant Act, so called (Chapter 624 of the Acts of

1910), and subsequently (at a special meeting held July 29, 1911) voted "that

the Director of the Bureau of Statistics be hereby petitioned to make such an
audit of the accounts of the town as may be necessary for the installation of such

system of accounts as may be approved by him in accordance with the provisions

of Chapter 598 of the Acts of 1910."

Reading. — There was an article in the warrant for the meeting to be held

March 13, 1911, for the adoption of the Town Accountant Act, and also an

article to see if the town would vote to abolish the board of auditors. The
Director of the Bureau, in response to a request, wrote a letter which was read

at the town meeting relative to the duties of the town accountant under the Town
Accountant Act which would make a continuance of the board of auditors unneces-

sary, and the suggestions offered were adopted unanimously,

Sharon.—^At the annual town meeting held March 6, 1911, the town voted

to petition the Director of the Bureau of Statistics for an audit of its accounts

in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 598 of the Acts of 1910.

Shelburne. — The chairman of the board of selectmen called at the Bureau

of Statistics shortly after the regular March meeting and submitted a vote which

had been passed authorizing the treasurer to borrow money for the purpose of

paying the floating indebtedness of the town. The vote, however, was in such

form that a note based upon it could not be certified, and the town was advised

that in order to make the loan desired under the circumstances, it would be

necessary to hold another town meeting, and to pass a vote in proper form, A
special town meeting was therefore subsequently held and a new vote passed in

accordance with this suggestion.

South Hadley. — The town treasurer wrote, under date of February 27, asking

for advice on several matters, including a request for information as to how the

town might jDrovide for meeting expenses between January 1, the beginning of

the neAv fiscal year, and the town meeting in March, to which the Director

replied :
—

1 The statute prescribing the duties of town auditors (Chapter 25, Section 79, Revised I^aws)

merely reauires them to " examine " the boots and accounts of all officers and committees of the

town " who are entrusted with the receipt, custody or expenditure of money, and all original bills

and vouchers on which money has been or may be paid from its treasury." The " examination "

thus made by the auditors of our towns is often of a most perfunctory character, and it is probable

that the examination of the books and accounts of the Northfield town officers, as made by its

regularly elected auditor from year to year, for which service he was paid $3, was not exceptional

or more lax than that made by the auditors in many towns of the Commonwealth.
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It seems to me that you might provide, without serious embarrassment, for the

intervening period between January 1 and your town meeting by adopting either

of the following methods: —
1. The town might vote at its annual meeting to authorize the treasurer to pay

from any money in the treasury all orders of the selectmen or other officials

authorized to expend money contracted during the period between December 31 and
the next annual town meeting; or

2. If the town wishes to limit the appropriation, it might vote to authorize the

selectmen or other officials authorized to expend money to expend during the period

between December 31 and the next annual town meeting, on account of the

various departments, an amount not in excess of the expenditures of the same
departments during the preceding year for the corresponding period of time, and
authorizing the treasurer to pay such orders from any money in the treasury.

Springfield. — The city government, on March 6, passed an order petitioning

the Director of the Bureau of Statistics " to oversee the installation of a system

of accounts approved by him in said city, such system to embrace all accounts

of the city treasurer and city auditor." This work is now (October 15, 1911) in

progress.

Sterling. — This town adopted the Town Accountant Act at its annual meet-

ing, and the chairman of the board of selectmen promptly requested advice as to

the proper method of procedure in getting the accountant chosen under the act

started properly in his duties. In resiDonse to this request, an agent of the

Bureau was sent to Sterhng for a conference with the town officers.

Stoughton.— In response to an invitation from the Board of Trade, the

Director of the Bureau visited the town on March 18 and gave a talk on the

subject of town finances to a gathering of about 60 citizens. He spoke of the man-

ner in which the Henry L. Pierce Library Fund, given to the town in 1898, had

been used, demand notes having been given by the town to the trustees, on which

four per cent interest has been paid, it apparently being the intention of the

town to regard this as a perpetual debt. Subsequently, at an adjourned town

meeting, a special committee was appointed to investigate the town's financial

condition.

Sudbury.— The Legislature of 1911 passed an act (Chapter 180) authorizing

the town of Sudbury " for the purpose of restoring certain trust funds and

bequests received by the town and subsequently in part appropriated for pur-

poses other than those declared by the donors thereof, and in part expended by it

for the general expenses of the town," to borrow a sum of money not exceeding

$26,453 and to issue notes or bonds therefor payable at periods not exceeding

25 years from the dates of issue. The debts referred to were scheduled in our

special report made to the Senate March 1, the oldest consisting of the principal

of the Jerusha Howe Charity Fund, which the Bureau's researches indicated

had been used as far back as 1847, so that the town has paid six per cent interest

on the amount for at least 63 years; interest payments on another obligation,

styled " The Ancient Donation Charity and School Fund," were traced back to

1857. The legislative act authorizing the restoration of these and other funds by

the issue of serial notes or bonds was, however, made subject to acceptance by

the town at its annual meeting or other meeting duly called for the purpose, and

as there existed some opposition in the town to providing in this manner for the

payment of these old debts, the Director of the Bureau was appealed to, on behalf

of those who wished to have the funds restored, to prepare a statement in regard

to the matter for the information of the voters. This was done, the statement being

read in the town meeting, and the act accepted.

Swampscott. — At a special town meeting held in November, 1910, it was voted
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to petition the Director of the Bureau of Statistics for an audit and installation of

a system of accounts in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 598 of the Acts

of 1910, this being the first town in the Commonwealth to file a petition under

the new law. A system of accounts was installed, including classification sheets

whereby the town accountant chosen under the town accountant act would be able

to keep an itemized account of receipts and expenditures, properly classified in

accordance with the standard system prescribed by the Bureau; and provision was

also made in the system as installed for keeping the accounts by double entry.

When the balance sheet was drawn off by an accountant of the Bureau of Statistics

at the end of the year for the jDurpose of ascertaining the financial condition of

the town preliminary to installing the new system, it was found that the unappro-

priated revenue available, after allowing $1,200 for appropriations which had

been overdrawn, amounted to $16,500, of which $7,500 was cash in the treasury

and $9,000, uncollected taxes. Had the selectmen been in possession of this infor-

mation at the time the appropriations were made, it would probably have been

unnecessary to make loans amounting to $7,800 which were subsequently voted

by the town at special town meetings, and the town would thus have saved interest

on these loans. Under the old system of accounting, however, it would have been

a laborious task for any one to ascertain the amount of available funds on hand

to meet the additional expenses, a situation which forced the town to borrow money

as it need not have done had a proper accounting system been in effect.

The following extracts from letters received from town officials also

furnisli a sidelight upon the condition of many town accounts and indi-

cate, in a measure, the attitude of the writers on the subject: —
Our town officers are endeavoring to establish a new and better system of

records for the coming year, and as auditor I am working with them. Last

year's town report cannot be relied upon for correct financial statistics and the

record which we are sending does not agree with it as it should. There is a

small diiference of a few dollars in several instances. Not being familiar with

last year's woi'k, I cannot verify all reports with accuracy without instituting an

extensive examination of all town officers' work. . . . Our town report for the

coming year will be based largely upon this form which you have sent us. I

believe this is a good and proper method for the report of the finances of the

town. — (From a Town Auditor.)

Under separate cover I this day forwarded to you the return of financial

transactions of the town of . There seems to be an error of 57 cents

on the debit side, which I think must be due to a misprint in some item of the

report. . . . On page 32 of the treasurer's report you vrill see the county tax is

given as $1,100; it should be $1,324.— (From a Town Auditor.)

Once is enough for me with the present system of keeping the accounts as they

have been kept in this town. I will be glad to come in and learn what I can of

your system the next time I am in Boston. I do not think they have made any

change in the methods of keeping accounts in this town from the first attempts

at bookkeeping. I wish I could show you some of the accounts that were kept

this year. I am not an expert myself, but I am willing to learn. — (From a Town

Auditor, after attempting to make out the Bureau schedule.)

Notes were apparently issued for no specific purpose other than to replenish

the supply of money at that particular time. The notes have, I find, been allowed

to run and all are, or rather were, probably demand notes. These notes have

all been paid and a more business-like and legal manner of rendering the town
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accounts has been substituted.— (From a Town Auditor, enclosing schedule of

town debt.)

The information and data you furnished me last fall were very helpful in

obtaining' the change in the date of ending the fiscal year to Dec. 31. Please

accept my thanks therefor. Now nest is to secure a proper classification and keep-

ing of our accounts. I believe for the small towns' it can be effected satisfactorily

only by having the books of account kept by one person selected by reason of his

fitness for that work. For some years I have worked for a simple, well-defined

system uniform for all departments, and I perceive som.e improvement, but not

ideal. I am desirous of learning how your proposed act relating to town account-

ants is progressing. I feel that the passage of such a measure, coupled with the

influence and work of those here who favor good accounting and auditing, will

prove beneficial to the public service in this town. May you succeed in your

efforts. — (From a Town Clerk.)

I feel very much encouraged at the way the people are taking hold of the

new accounting and new classification, and believe the prospects of having it go

through are much brighter than they have been at any time before. The writer

is taking this matter up with many of the most influential citizens and has suc-

ceeded in convincing them that it is for the best interests of the town to have the

change made. — (I'rom a Town Auditor.)

Am sending you under separate cover the returns of the financial transactions

of the town of -. I should have returned them sooner, but owing to the

manner in which the accounts of the town are kept, 1 have had considerable

trouble in sifting out the various departments, and if I have not placed the

various amounts in the right departments, it is because I may have made some

mistakes, but I tried to do the best I could. I think that every city or town

should have a systematized way of keeping the accounts and that they should all

have the same system, and I am in hopes that this town will make a change so

that it will be easier for the auditor to handle them and make his returns to the

State. If you find that I have not made the returns correct, that is, as far as the

departments are concerned, please let me know or send me a new blank and I

will try again. — (From a Town Treasurer.)

In answer to yours of March 15, would say that I have worked on report as

could find time until now have more leisure. Think I understand everything but

the trust funds, which are a bad mess, as I called to the attention of the Select-

men last January. I have tried to state the condition on enclosed schedule and

ask your criticism. Please send me enough blank schedules to re-write them. —
(From a Town Auditor.)

I notice the publications in regard to your work in the papers from time to

time, especially that of yesterday. You are doing a good work, keep at it. The

only way you can get results is to keep driving the facts of conditions home to

the people and gradually they will wake up and realize how municipal business

is done and how it should be done. — (From a Town Treasurer.)

Tlins it is that while the department has had until lately no formal

authority to do more than attempt to gather, tabulate, and publish finan-

cial statistics as best it might from existing books and records, and no

power to force upon any city or town a scientific system of accounts' re-

flecting sound principles, it has nevertheless seen one after another of

our municipalities aroused to an appreciation of the significance and

importance of accounting reform, the uniform classification of receipts
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and expenditures prescribed by the Bureau becoming more generally un-

derstood, and the returns to the department, in numerous instances, being

made each year with increasing completeness. There is abundant evi-

dence, in short, that in many places where the accounting system still

lacks much of what it should be, the local oiScials have been stirred by

a sense of pride and duty to introduce at least minor changes into their

bookkeeping methods whereby they are enabled to furnish information

formerly impossible to supply.

CEKTIFICATIOlSr OF ToWJST KoTES.

By the provisions of Chapter 616 of the Acts of 1910, which took

effect January 1, 1911, all town notes must now be issued on forms sup-

plied by the Director of the Bureau of Statistics and sent to him for

certification before they can be finally negotiated. Each note, when

forwarded for certification, is accompanied by a certificate from the tovni

clerk setting forth the principal facts in regard to the transaction, in-

cluding the vote of the town authorizing the loan, the purpose of the

loan, the interest rate, the date of maturity, the total amount of the loan

authorized, the amount remaining unissued, etc., and town treasurers are

furthermore required to report the payment of each note when due. The

number of notes certified, with the amounts borrowed by months since

the law became operative to October 1, is as follows :
—

Months.
Number of

Notes
Certified

Amount

January, .

February, .

March,

April,

May, .

June,

July, .

August,

September,

Totals,

33

21

219

139

201

2i9

174

135

77

S158,869.40

123,600.00

2,301,455.00

1,279,100.00

1,401,575.00

1,605,068.59

878,365.03

779,325.00

464,625.00

1,248 '58,991,983.02

^ A classification of the notes issued arranged to show the amounts borrowed in anticipation of

taxes and the amounts borrowed for other purposes has not yet been undertaken, but it is antici-

pated that at the end of the year this and other data in connection with these loans may be made
the subject of some very interesting and suggestive special tabulations.

Although most of the town meetings are held in March and it was

anticipated accordingly that more notes would be forwarded for certifica-

tion in that month than in any other, the number issued in June was

249, or 30 more than in March. The total amount borrowed in March,

however, was greater than in any other month and the largest number of

notes certified on any one day was 34, on March 21. Eor the nine months
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to October 1, the number certified averaged approximately 139 per month,

or 5 for each business day, the daily average in June reaching 10.

The receipt of each note is recorded immediately on its arrival in

this office and carefully checked up with the tov^^n clerk's certificate of

the treasurer's record of the transaction ;
• the certified copy of the vote

of the town compared with the note to ascertain whether the latter is

in accordance with the vote; blank identification certificates mailed to

each signer of the note and upon their return, checked to the signatures

on the note; detailed office records kept of each separate act of the cer-

tification process; the fees accounted for; a considerable incidental cor-

respondence attended to; and personal conferences with town officials

over the details of a loan issue held at which the advice of the Director

or his assistants is sought and gladly given, attorneys employed to give

towns legal advice not infrequently coming to the Bureau for an inter-

pretation of the laws relating to municipal indebtedness. There was no

means of estimating, when this law was passed, the amount of clerical

time which would be consumed in making the examination necessary

before a note could be certified, but the opinion entertained at the outset

that a part of the time of one clerk would be all that would be required

had to be early abandoned, since it is found that practically the entire time

of two clerks and a considerable portion of that of the Director and an

expert assistant must be devoted to this one branch of the Bureau's mu-

nicipal work alone. Under the circumstances it is improbable that the

fees collected for certification at the rate of $3 for each note will, in

the aggregate, exceed the cost to the Commonwealth of this service ren-

dered in time and incidental expenses.

The idea also entertained in some quarters, when the law was passed,

that towns would issue fewer notes and would resort more generally to

issues of bonds when borrowing for other than revenue purposes, in order

to avoid subjecting such loans to the requirements of the certification act,

appears to have been without justification, for, so far as may be judged,

there has been no diminution either in the number or amount of notes

issued since this act took effect. ISTotwithstanding the fact that the Di-

rector of the Bureau in certifying a note does not, under the law, guar-

antee the validity of the loan, there can be no doubt that the public feels

a greater confidence in the security of town notes than ever before, for

while formerly only a few such loans in the aggregate were subjected

to the examination of even a private certifying company, it is realized

now that every town note is examined and recorded and documentary

evidence of its genuineness obtained and filed at a central office before

it can be finally negotiated. Moreover, the Bureau is now keeping what

is virtually a ledger account of all notes issued by every town in the

Commonwealth and is accumulating a great amount of information

which, when properly compiled, digested, and published, will be of the

utmost value.
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This supervision over the issue of town notes appears, with hardly

an exception, to have been favorably regarded both by the towns and the

purchasers of the securities. It has afforded an opportunity which has

not hitherto existed for giving counsel to towns in regard to loans and

the manner in which payment of the same should be made under the law.

In numerous cases, the advice of the Bureau has been sought in advance

of the issue of the loans, and in no case where advice has been volun-

teered has there been evidence that it was otherwise than welcome. In-

deed, we feel justified in saying that the town note certification law (the

practicability of which was questioned in some quarters and which even

some of its advocates thought might be attended with a certain amount of

friction and would prove irksome to the towns of the Commonwealth),

has thus far been an unqualified success in accomplishing the purpose for

which it was enacted ; and if correlated with the general law relating to

municipal indebtedness by certain amendments to the latter which I in-

tend to recommend to the next Legislature, this act will become an instru-

ment of far-reaching importance for the control of municipal indebtedness

in Massachusetts in accordance with sound principles of public finance.

Special Investigatioe" of Municipal Indebtedness.

Five towns petitioned the Legislature of 1911 for permission to re-

fund certain floating indebtedness, namely, Cheshire, Danvers, Holbrook,

Amherst, and Marshfield, the petition in each case being granted.^ The

case of Danvers attracted particular attention for the reason that the

debt in question consisted of one demand note for $20,000, issued June 10,

1875, for " general expenses " and bearing 6 per cent interest, the interest

payments having thus aggregated during the 35 years, $42,000. The fact

that the town was obliged to appeal to the Legislature for authority to

borrow money to meet payment of this note when demanded aroused some

curiosity as to the extent to which the cities and towns of the Common-

wealth generally might have contracted debts without making adequate

provision for the payment of the same. Accordingly, on February 14,

the Senate passed an order as follows :
—

Ordered, That the director of the Bureau of Statistics transmit to the Senate,

on or before the first day of March in the present year, as complete an answer to

the following questions as the returns made to him under the provisions of

chapter 296 of the acts of the year 1906 will permit :
—

^ The provisions of the Cheshire, Amherst, and Marshfield refunding acts are given on pages viii

and X of this report. The Danvers act (Chapter 55, approved February 17) authorized the town to

issue notes, bonds, or scrip for the purpose of taking up a $20,000 demand note, the new

obligation to be paid in 10 annual instalments of $2,000 each, bearing interest not to exceed 4 per

cent, the first payment to be made one year after the date of the loan. The Holbrook act (Chapter

156, approved March 17) authorized the town "for the purpose of paying or refunding certain

indebtedness representing the excess of the amounts of notes heretofore issued by the town of Hol-

brook in anticipation of taxes over and above the present amount of uncollected taxes, and of paying

or refunding certain demand notes issued heretofore by the said town and amounting to $16,098.92,"

to issue notes or bonds to an amount not exceeding $22,000, the same to be payable within periods

not exceeding 20 years from their date.
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What cities and towns have any debts outstanding, other than loans lawfully

made in anticipation of taxes, against which no sinking funds are being accumulated

or for the extinguishment of which no annual payments of principal are being

made?

What are the respective amounts?

The Director of the Bureau in complying with this order, reported in

part as follows :
—

Although the order by its terms did not imjply that an exhaustive inquiry,

such as would be necessary to ascertain all the important facts involved,

should be undertaken at this time, but only " as complete an answer as the

returns made to the Director of the Bureau of Statistics " would permit,

the results of such an examination must be regarded as far from satisfac-

tory, for the reason that statements made by city and town officials on their

returns to the Bureau are frequently not clear and conflict with statements

and figures in the published city and town reports; and for the further

reason, such is the manner in which accounts and records are sometimes

kept, that a town treasurer or auditor may make statements in regard to a

particular item of debt which disagree in important respects with the

statements made concerning the same item by his predecessor, or even by

himself, on the return made for the preceding year. To ascertain, in the

event of such conflicting statements, which of them may be correct, and to

reconcile them with the facts, is frequently a complicated task, requiring,

in individual cases, hours of research and much computation, and cannot, in

many instances, be accomplished satisfactorily without an examination of

the books and records of the town and personal questioning of town officers

by an expert.

It is obvious, therefore, that within the limitations of the time allowed

for this inquiry, it has not been possible to trace back to their origin all of

the statements entering into this answer to the questions of the Senate

with a view to establishing beyond question the exact facts in each case.

It may fairly be said, however, that since the transmission of the order on

February 14, as careful an examination of the municipal finance schedules

filed with the Bureau of Statistics for the year 1909 has been made as was

possible, under the circumstances, with the resources at my command; and

this examination has been supplemented by a considerable amount of

research among the printed town reports on file in the State Library. So

few schedules have as yet been filed for 1910 that, they are a negligible

quantity; it must be borne in mind, therefore, that, unless otherwise stated,

the data and computations in this rejDort are based upon the information

at hand for the year 1909, and it is possible that, in a few instances, obliga-

tions reported as outstanding in that year have since been paid. In this

manner, the readily accessible data regarding the indebtedness of all of

the 33 cities of the Commonwealth and of 156 of the 321 towns have been

examined for the purpose of the order as I have construed it, with a

result which may be summarized as follows :
—

Municipalities having debts outstanding, other than loans lawfully made in

anticipation of taxes, against which no sinking funds are being accumu-

lated or for the extinguishment of which no annual payments of prin-

cipal are being made: —
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Number Amount

Cities,

Towns,

Total,

S621,799,28

498,635,70

81,120,434.98

This aggregate may be classified approximately as follows: —
(1) Loans from individuals or banks obtained chiefly on de-

mand notes, $269,694.28

(2) Trust funds (other than Cemetery Funds) received by
cities and towns, the principal being borrowed or used, . 460,171.82

(3) Cemetery Funds (for '' Perpetual Care " of lots), . . 390,568.88

Total, $1,120,434.98

But it should not be supposed that this sum represents the entire amount

of outstanding municipal indebtedness of the character under consideration,

since there is reason to suspect that some of the towns whose inclusion in

the list given in this report has not seemed justified would be found upon

a more careful investigation to be in the same class; while there remain

165 towns which. have not been inquired into because of lack of available

data. If there is the same proportion of outstanding debt, payment of

which has not been provided for, in these 165 towns as has been found in

the 156 which have been examined, the total amount of the outstanding

obligations of this character for the towns of the Commonwealth would be

found to approximate $1,026,000, making an estimated total for both cities

and towns of over $1,648,000. But even this figure would not compass

the whole case. By the terms of the order under which this report is made,

loans " lawfully made in anticipation of taxes '' were exempt from the

inquiry. Is it a proper inference, therefore, that information is desired

regarding tax loans not lawfully made, or loans issued originally in antici-

pation of taxes but with respect to which the statutory requirement of pay-

ment within one year has been disregarded? If so, I should not care to

hazard an opinion as to the aggregate of all outstanding municipal obliga-

tions which a literal answer to the Senate's inquiry would, after a thorough

investigation, disclose.

The statute relating to municipal indebtedness (R. L., Ch. 27, See.

12-13) requires cities and towns to establish sinking funds for all debts

payable at a period exceeding ten years, but " if payable at a period not

exceeding ten years the city or town shall raise by taxation annually not

less than eight per cent of the principal thereof " for the extinction of the

debt " and shall, in the year before the maturity of the debt, raise by taxa-

tion, any balance necessary for its extinguishment ;
" or, they may have the

option of paying such debts by such annual proportionate pajinents raised

by taxation as will extinguish the same at maturity. It has not been possible

within the fortnight allowed for this inquiry to reduce to concrete form

data which might indicate the extent to which the eight per cent provision

of this law has been honored in the breach rather than in the observance.

I have accordingly felt obliged to omit from consideration in this report

the numerous instances of this character which might be cited did time

permit, and which would swell to still greater proportions the sum total of

our municipal indebtedness, the payment of which has not been properly

provided . for.
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The report included tabulations and certain explanatory statements

in regard to outstanding debts of the several cities and towns included

within the field of the inquiry, but, as explained, there were 165 towns

whose debts it was not possible to inquire into within the limited time

of the investigation, nor was it possible to take up certain other important

phases of the question. In concluding the report, the Director said :
—

The questions involved are by no means simple to deal with compre-

hensively and equitably and the present inquiry has but scratched the

surface. I think that I may, therefore, without impropriety, suggest that

careful consideration by the Legislature of this important subject is war-

ranted with a view to determining whether some method may not be devised,

without imposing too gi'eat burdens upon the present generation, for restor-

ing the principal of trust funds borrowed on other than time notes,

wherever it may legally be done; for refunding long-standing debts based

u]Don demand notes; and for putting an end as soon as possible to all

perpetual loans.

The Legislature accordingly provided for a continuance and comple-

tion of the investigation thus begun, at the same time broadening its

scope by the passage of the following resolve (Chapter 142, Resolves of

1911, approved July 19) :
—

Resolved, That the director of the bureau of statistics be required to make a

special investigation and to report the results thereof, with such proposed legisla-

tion thereon as he deems necessary, to the next general court, relative to the

indebtedness of the cities and towns of the commonwealth, including loans made

in anticipation of taxes, the amount and character of indebtedness incurred

within and without the debt limit, so-called, respectively, and the amount of debt

outstanding against which no sinking funds are being accumulated or for the

extinguishment of which no annual payments of principal have been provided in

accordance with law. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this

resolve said director may employ such additional assistants, who shall not be

subject to chapter nineteen of the Revised Laws and the rules thereunder, and

may incur such incidental expenses, as may be approved by the governor and

council.

The investigation above provided for is now in progress, and it may

be assumed that when the data which are being accumulated have been

analyzed, the facts obtained, in conjunction with other information

acquired in the certification of town notes since January 1 last, will re-

sult in a presentation which will make evident the necessity of amending

the general laws in relation to municipal indebtedness in several important

particulars.

CoNCLUSIOlSr.

It is apparent that a work of considerable magnitude remains to be

done in equipping our cities and towns with scientific and comprehensive

accounting systems which will automatically reflect and disclose to public

view the relative efficiency of administrative officials and thereby lay the
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foundations for and make possible real reform in the management of

municipal finances; and that to accomplish this result some amendments

of existing statutes,— the exact scope of which will be more apparent

when the pending special investigation of municipal indebtedness is com-

pleted, — will be necessary. Yet if the situation be viewed in the light

of the indifference with Avhich suggestions for a reorganization of the

accounts of many of our Massachusetts municipalities were met when
this department first began its systematic campaign of education on the

subject, the progress made is clearly visible, the results accomplished

definite and substantial, and the general outlook wholly encouraging.

The editing of the schedules and immediate direction of the field and

ofiice work in connection with the preparation of this report have been in

charge of Mr. Theodore JST. Waddell, who has also assumed during the

past year many new duties incident to the certification of town notes;

the auditing of accounts and installation of accounting systems in

municipalities as petitioned for under the provisions of the law of 1910

has been in charge of Mr. Harry T. Upham for the cities and Mr. Edward
H. Fenton for the towns; and the general clerical work has been under

the supervision of Miss Hannah M. Varney. To these and to the other

special agents and clerks of the Municipal Division of the Bureau I wish,

in conclusion, to express my grateful appreciation of their painstaking and

conscientious service rendered in this especially exacting branch of the

department.

CHARLES E. CETTEMY,
Director, Bureau of Statistics.

State House, Boston, October 15, 1911.
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PLAN OF THE EEPOET.

The statistical presentations of this report following the introductory

matter are arranged in three principal parts, devoted respectively to the

finances of (I) the 33 cities; (II) the 71 towns having a population of

5,000 or over ; and (III) the towns having a population of less than 5,000

whose financial transactions were reported to the Bureau. In all the tabu-

lations, unless otherwise indicated, the cities and to^vns are arranged in

order of population for convenience of comparison, but the alphabetical

arrangement of the index at the end of the volume will enable one to find

the information for any city or town readily.

Paet I. — Cities.

This part is subdivided as follows : — (A) Summary of Financial

Transactions,; (B) Eeceipts from Kevenue; (C) Payments for Main-

tenance and Interest; (D) Indebtedness; and (E) Cash Balances.

(A) Summary of Financial Transactions.

This division consists of a summary table (designated Table I) or

general survey of all the financial transactions of the 33 cities of the

Commonwealth (pp. 4-23). The several cities, with the exception of

Boston, which has financial transactions of such magnitude as to warrant

presentation independently of the other cities, are arranged and graded,

for purposes of comparison, according to the population of the United

States Census of .1910, the receipts being shown on the left hand page

and the payments on the right, typographical considerations making it

necessary to adopt an arbitrary grouping of four municipalities to a page.

This table, if read in connection with the definition of terms given on

pages xxxvii-li, would appear to require no further comment.

(B) Receipts from Revenue.

Table II (pp. 26, 27) shows receipts from General and Table III

(pp. 28, 29) receipts from Commercial Eevenue. The former consists

of taxes, licenses and permits, fines and forfeits, grants and gifts, and all

other general revenue ; while the latter is composed of revenue from special

assessments (whether for expenses or outlays), privileges, departmental

earnings, public service enterprises, cemeteries, and interest.

Table IV (pp. 30-36) is an exhibit of classified Departmental Earn-

ings (being the detail of Column D of Table III), from which may be
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seen the amount of revenue received by the several municipalities from

their various departments. This table is self-explanatory and is sug-

gestive as disclosing the varying degree to v^^hich different cities have

discovered opportunities for revenue from this source.

Table V (p. 37) is a tabulation of interest receipts classified so as

to show the amount of interest derived from money on deposit, from

deferred taxes and special assessments, from public trust funds (sub-

classified according to particular funds, as far as is practicable), from

investment funds, and from miscellaneous sources.

Table VI (p. 38) presents a summary of revenue receipts, giving

within the scope of a single table in a form convenient for comparison

the receipts from all sources of revenue of the 33 cities.

It is of interest to note that of the total revenue receipts of the 33

cities of the Commonwealth for the year covered by the report, 76.36 per

cent is from general revenue sources and 23.74 per cent from commercial

revenue sources. The revenue receipts of the city of Boston are 78.06

per cent from general and 21.94 per cent from commercial sources.

(C) Payments for Maintenance and Interest.

The tables in this division, VII to X, inclusive (pp. 41—62), exhibit

gross payments, classified in detail, on account of the maintenance cost,

or what are sometimes called the " current expenses " of the various de-

partments or kinds of municipal services. Interest payments are similarly

but separately shown not only because it is desirable to exhibit this item

of expense independently, but because interest is properly a capital rather

than a departmental charge. Under existing methods of borrowing, the

requirements of several different departments are frequently consolidated

into one loan for general municipal purposes and so designated, thereby

making it practically impossible to distribute interest charges according

to the purpose for which the money borrowed is expended. This can

be done only by the general introduction of cost accounting systems or

by changing the method of borrowing so that bonds would always be

issued for specified objects.

It would be most interesting and significant, too, if we could calculate

the net cost of the several municipal services so as to show the actual

burden of each upon the taxpayer, and it might be supposed that such

a figure could be obtained simply by deducting the earnings of a depart-

ment from the amount necessary to maintain it; but there is as yet on

the part of accounting authorities no clear or general understanding as

to what receipts should be treated as departmental earnings thereby con-

stituting a proper offset to expense, and what, on the other hand, being

in the nature of an assessment upon the taxpayer rather than a charge

upon the citizen, can not be legitimately deducted from a gross cost

figure in order to obtain net cost of maintenance.
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In comparing certain departmental expenses, large differences will

occasionally be noted for the same class of services, the reason for which

is not sufficiently apparent to warrant our attempting to assign it with-

out more or less exhaustive inquiry or until sufficient data have been

accumulated so that comparisons may be made covering a series of years.

Meanwhile the differences, even for a single year, which may be noted

in these comparative tables for cities of approximately the same size should

stimulate local discussion for the purpose of ascertaining whether a satis-

factory explanation can be found. ^

From the interest table (p. 62) we note that the total interest burden

of the 33 cities for the year covered by the report was $9,465,551.10, of

which $5,223,743.15, or 55.19 per cent, was interest on the general debt,

$530,265.76, or 5.60 per cent, was interest on tax and other temporary

loans, $24,052.21, or 0.25 per cent, was interest on trust funds used, the

remaining 38.96 per cent of the gross interest payments being for debt

on account of public service enterprise and cemetery loans, metropolitan

assessments for sewer, park, and water purposes, state assessments for

armories and on account of grade crossing abolition, and miscellaneous

debt not specified. It is of interest to note that the total assessment on

the city of Boston for interest on metropolitan debts was $1,520,241.48,

or 29.29 per cent of the total interest burden of the city. (See also pay-

ments to the state sinking funds on page 74.) Over 57 per cent of Somer-

ville's total interest burden is on account of metropolitan assessments.

(D) Indebtedness.

Table XI (p. 65) shows the outstanding indebtedness classified by

the character of the obligation; Table XII (p. 66), the relation of in-

debtedness to valuation, the valuation figures as reported to the Tax Com-

missioner being used; Table XIII (pp. 67-73), the debt transactions

for 1908, classified according to the character of the obligation; Table

XIV (p. 74) shows separately the payments to the State sinking and

loan funds; and Table XV (p. 75) shows the method adopted by the cities

of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

A tabulation which gives figures for the funded or fixed debt and

the net debt only of a municipality does not, however, tell the whole story

of the debt burden. Tax loans, it is true, are not included in reckoning

the limit of indebtedness under the law, but though they are temporary

transactions with uncollected taxes presumably as an offsetting asset, they

1 Borne of the considerations which should be taken into account in analyzing such comparisons

are referred to in Statistics of Municipal Finance, Second Report, pp. xxiii, xxiv. We feel, however,

that attention should here again be called to the fact that in classifying street cleaning as an expense

of sanitation rather than of highways, it has been necessary in almost all cases to undertake the

elimination of this cost from highway accounts; but this expense has sometimes been found to be

so covered up in the highway accounts that it could not be segregated as desired for inclusion

under the head of sanitary expenses. The presentation of sanitation expenses, as given in

Table VII, Section 3 C (p. 50), must therefore be considered with this fact borne in mind and

with the u'nderstandine that the flffures are admittedly on this account not absolutely comparable.
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constitute in fact a permanent burden, since they are as a class annually

recurrent. That is to say, in numerous cities of the Commonwealth,

there is always an outstanding debt consisting of temporary interest-

bearing loans which may be no sooner paid off than new loans of a similar

kind are negotiated, and in addition to these temporary loans there is

also in some cities at the end of each year a certain amount of unpaid

warrants or orders which must be treated as a liability, even though there

is an offset in a suflficient amount of cash on hand. Loans in anticipation

of bond issues, although of a temporary character, are in reality fixed

debt (having no assets as an offset) and in Table XII are included in

the total of funded or fixed debt and reckoned in determining the ' net

debt. Table XI (p. 65) has therefore been prepared for the purpose of

showing the aggregate outstanding indebtedness, including not only the

funded or fixed debt, but also temporary debt and warrants or orders

unpaid.

The net funded or fixed debt is found by deducting from the total

funded or fixed debt the amount which has been set aside in sinking funds

to pay the debt when due. Funded or fixed debt does not include tax

loans, temporary state highway loans, as in the case of the city of Marl-

borough, or outstanding warrants or orders, because these debts are con-

sidered temporary and it is assumed that such obligations are offset by

theoretically " quick " assets. Thus, tax loans are oft'set by uncollected

taxes ; temporary state highway loans by revenue due from the Common-

wealth ; and warrants and orders by cash on hand.

The table of debt transactions (pp. 67-73) is of interest as showing the

amount of debt incurred during the fiscal year 1908 for the several pur-

poses specified, and the amount of debt cancelled during the year, excepting

payments to the state sinking and loan funds on account of grade cross-

ings and metropolitan assessments for sewer, park, and water purposes.

These payments represent the cancellation of a portion of the city's debt

incurred by the State on its account, and for this reason are excluded.

It must be admitted that such an exhibit for one or two years only is not

of itself conclusive as to the financial policy of any given city, but such

a presentation continued through future reports will in the course of time

enable comparisons to be made for a series of years, and should prove

of importance in disclosing the tendency of different municipalities to

increase or decrease the amount of debt incurred year by year.

Included in the term " General loans " in the table of debt transac-

tions are not only loans issued for general purposes but likewise all loans

whether specified as for school, fire, or police, etc., purposes, since these

could not be shown separately by figures which would be comparable. We
also include with general loans all sums borrowed from trust funds where

notes or other evidence of indebtedness have been given, except in the city

of ISTew Bedford where $100,000 was borrowed from trust funds and used

for water construction purposes.
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Payments to the state sinking and loan funds on account of grade cross-

ings and metropolitan sewer, park, and water assessments are shown sepa-

rately in Table XIV (p. 74). The aggTegate amount thus paid for the 33

cities in 1908 was $929,126.40, of which Boston paid $673,048.41, or

72.44 per cent. The city paying the next- largest amount to the state

sinking fund is Somerville, and that city paid $41,089.71, or 4.42 per

cent of the total amount.

Table XV (p. 75) is of interest as showing the relative use by the

33 cities of Massachusetts of the two methods of meeting their debt obli-

gations, namely, by payments to sinking funds and by the serial method,

so called. It is apparent that our municipalities are inclining more and

more to the adoption of the serial method of meeting their indebtedness,

the table indicating that at least six cities,— 8omerville, Quincy, Pitts-

field, Cliicopee, Gloucester, and North Adams,— have abandoned the old

method of paying oJf municipal debt by the establishment of sinking funds

to which contributions are annually made from taxation, and have adopted

the method of providing for a reduction of each loan by an annual charge

against taxation which will continue until the whole amount of that par-

ticular loan has been paid, and which will also reduce the annual interest

charge below what would be required under the sinking fund plan. The

payments to the state sinking and loan funds on account of grade crossings

and metropolitan assessments are included in this table in order to show

the annual debt charges against revenue, but they are asse<ssments and not

properly charged as a serial or municipal sinking fund payment.

(E) Cash Balances.

Table XVI (p. 79) shows the amount of cash on hand held by the

treasurer and departments at the beginning and close of the fiscal year

1908.

Part II. — Towns of 5,000 Population or Over.

The subdivisions of this part are as follows : — (A) Summary of

Financial Transactions; (B) Indebtedness; (C) Cash Balances. The

classification in detail of receipts from revenue and payments for main-

tenance and interest as given in Part I for the cities is omitted for the

large towns chiefly because of the necessity of adopting some means, under

present appropriations of the Bureau, for reducing the amount of field

work and clerical labor incident to the preparation of this report and in

order that its publication might not longer be delayed.

The tables in Division A, Summary of Financial Transactions

(pp. 84-123), are similar in form and detail to those given for the cities

in Part I, the towns being arranged in groups of four according to graded

population, with the exception of Brookline, the largest town, which is

presented separately as its transactions are scarcely comparable with those

of anv other town. The tables in the division devoted to Indebtedness
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(IT, III, IV, V, and VI, on pp. 126-142, inclusive) are similar to those

given for the cities, and the comments made in the latter connection are

likev^ise applicable to the tov^^ns. The statements of Cash Balances (pp.

144, 145) for the tow^ns are also self-explanatory.

Paet III. — Tow^Ns Under 5,000 Population.

There were 143 towois ont of 250 having a population of less than

5,000 from v^^hich returns of financial transactions in some form were

received; these with 3 towns in the Metropolitan District of Boston, the

schedules for which were made out by agents of the Bureau in order that

a complete table for this district might be compiled, comprise Part III.

While officials of many of these smaller towns showed commendable zeal

and faithfulness in making out the returns to the best of their ability, fre-

quently manifesting a greater interest in the work than has yet been shown

in some of the larger to'wns, there remained many others whose schedules

were very defective; to secure the missing facts would have necessitated

the services of more agents than the Bureau had at its disposal, or the

adoption of the alternative of still further prolonging the publication of

the report. Under the circumstances, the only practicable course to pur-

sue seemed to be to arbitrarily restrict the presentations for the smaller

to\Mis,— i.e._, those under 5,000,— to a simple recapitulation of receipts

and payments. This recapitulation, however, follows the same general

classification as that used for the cities and larger towns.
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AISTALYSIS TABLES.

Revenue Beceiiots arid Payments.

(See Tables on pp. xxxi, xxxii.)

While some of our Massachusetts municipalities have responded ap-

preciably to the agitation of the past few years for accounting reform, the

bookkeeping and budgetary methods in most of them still fail to produce

itiformation that may be tabulated so as to permit the drawing of a clear

distinction between current expenses actually paid from revenue and those

which are met from issues of bonds or notes. The closest approach that

can be made to ascertaining this important fact at the present time is

accordingly found in a recapitulation of cash payments representing ap-

proximately the total of current costs properly chargeable ^ to revenue on

account of (a) maintenance, (b) interest, and (c) debt requirements. Yet

a comparison of payments which are proper charges against revenue with

receipts from actual revenue sources would, we are confident, be extremely

significant if carried through a series of years ; and would indicate, quite

truthfully and fairly, if not with mathematical precision down to the

last dollar, the broad facts as to the municipality's policy with respect to

borrowing for current expenses.

The temptation to draw inferences either to a municipality's credit

or discredit from figures reflecting a single year's transactions, ought, we

believe, to be earnestly resisted, not only in decent deference to the truth,

but in fairness to our cities and towns ; to do otherwise, indeed, is to make

a base use of such statistics. In publishing last year, for the first time

that it had been attempted for the cities and towns of any state, a table

showing excess receipts for revenue purposes over revenue charges, and

payments for revenue purposes in excess of revenue receipts, we uttered

a warning note upon this point. That table indicated that for the year

1907 only six of our Massachusetts cities could show an excess of revenue

over payments, while the remaining 27 showed payments in excess of

receipts. But it was contended that an excess of payments on account

of current charges against revenue when shown for one year only did not

necessarily imply a reflection on the sagacity of the officials charged with

the financial management of the municipality, since " the deficit may be

due to failure, through no culpability on the part of the collector, to collect

revenue which had been duly assessed or conservatively estimated."

^ This, it will be noted, is not equivalent to an exhibit, mathematically accurate, of expenses

actually paid from revenue. For a more complete statement of the statistical difficulties involved,

sec our Second Annual Report, pp. vii—ix.
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" This/' Ave added, " is particularly likely to be the case in years of gen-

eral financial distress such as was the year under consideration— 1907
— and when some municipalities, like many individuals, were hard pressed

by a panic which had taken them imawares."

The assertion that the exhibit for 1907 could not properly be inter-

preted as embodying any intrinsic criticism of the financial condition of

our cities appears now to be fully justified when it is compared with a

similar presentation for 1908, as is done in the table on p, xxxi. In that

table it will be noted that the deficiency in the revenue receipts of Boston

for 1907,— unquestionably due to delay in the payment of taxes because

of the general financial disturbance of that year, and not to an insufficient

levy,— was more than made up the following year, the shift to the right

side of the ledger, in part due to other causes, being very largely due to

an inflow of the preceding year's uncollected taxes. To this, and possibly

other equally natural causes, is attributable the fact that many cities which

were charged with a deficiency of revenue in 1907 are found, in 1908,

credited with an excess of revenue receipts over payments. Since, for

the reason indicated, the revenue receipts of the year 1907 were abnor-

mally low, those for 1908 were swelled above what would naturally be

expected in normal times, including as they did such an unusual propor-

tion of collections of the preceding year's taxes. The corresponding

figures for 1909 and 1910 when compiled ought, therefore, to furnish

a clearer reflection of real conditions than the figures for either 1907 or

1908.

Revenue Charges for Maintenance, Interest, and Debt Requirements.

(See Tables on pp. xxxiii-xxxv.)

Tables are presented showing the distribution of charges against rev-

enue into maintenance, interest, and debt requirements by amounts and

percentages for the 33 cities of the Commonwealth and the 71 large towns.

From the table for cities it will be noted that the city showing the largest

percentage of maintenance chargeable to revenue is Springfield, 86.08 per

cent being expended for this purpose; 7.67 per cent being expended for

debt requirements; and 6.25 per cent for interest charges. The city whose

expenditures for maintenance show the smallest percentage of total charges

against revenue is Quincy, 56.50 per cent, while 25.19 per cent was ex-

pended to meet debt requirements,— the largest proportionate expendi-

ture for this purpose of any of the cities,— and 18.31 per cent to meet

interest charges. The city whose interest burden appears to be the greatest

in relation to its total charges against revenue is Newton, 21 per cent

of its revenue being drawn upon for this purpose. The city of Boston is

the twenty-fifth in rank in respect to the percentage of maintenance

chargeable to revenue, second in respect to the percentage of interest, and

twenty-ninth in respect to the percentage for debt requirements.
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In the table for the Yl large towns it will be seen that the largest

percentage expended for maintenance purposes as compared with the total

charges against revenue is found in the town of Easton, namely, 99.24

per cent. The town of Watertown shows the smallest proportion expended

for this purpose, 63.70 per cent. This latter shows the highest percentage

of revenue expended for interest charges, 18.44 per cent, the lowest per-

centage being found in Easton, 0.76. Palmer expended more from revenue

for debt requirements than any other town, 19.25 per cent, while two

towns, Easton and Bridgewater, show no expenditures from revenue for

debt requirements.

Summary of Beceipts and Payments for the Metropolitan District.

(See Table on p. xxxvi.)

Athough certain towns in the Metropolitan District (Arlington, Can-

ton, Dover, Lexington, Eevere, Watertown, and Weymouth) failed to

make returns to the Bureau of their financial transactions for the year

covered by this report, it was deemed desirable to secure the data in order

that a beginning might be made in obtaining for the files of the depart-

ment information which may be utilized in making special studies of the

finances of the district as a whole, based upon comparative tabulations

extending over a series of years; and in order that this might be done

it was necessary for the Bureau to make up the schedules for the de-

linquent towns. The cities and towns whose transactions have been

summarized in the table presented embrace all those upon which the

Commonwealth made an assessment for metropolitan water, sewage, and

park purposes (including certain bridges and beaches), the charges for

maintenance, interest, and state sinking funds being included in the trans-

actions as tabulated. For a distribution by cities and towns of the aggTe-

gates shown in the summary, the reader is referred to the regular city

and town tables in the body of the report.

The municipalities comprising the Metropolitan District as thus sum-

marized are 41 in number, as follows :
—

Arlington
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Excess or Deficiency of Revenue: Cities.

Cities.
(In order of population, 1910)

Boston,

Worcester,
Fall River,
Lowell,
Cambridge,

New Bedford,
Lynn, .

Springfield,
Lawrence, .

Somerville,
HOLYOKE, .

Brockton, .

Malden,

Haverhill,
Salem,
Newton,
Fitchburg, .

Taunton,
Everett,
Quincy,
Chelsea,

Pittsfield, .

Waltham,
Chicopee, .

Gloucester,

Medford,
North Adams,
Northampton,
Beverly,

Melrose,
WOBURN,
Newburyport,
Marlborough,

33 Cities,

Revenue for
Current Charges

1908

524,669,216

2,774,509
1,901,300

1,873,805

2,437,779

1,544,149

1,687,572

1,841,978

1,123,616

1,337,537

1,262,878
961,826
763,206

719,072
685,003

1,299,314

644,652

589,868
573,669
657,.320

688,236

507,761
503,010
348,592
515,019

536,896
366,946
338,243

512,250

365,610
278,789
283,756
275,010

$54,868,387

.?26, 563,042

2,802,406

1,989,017

1,935,977

2,582,194

1,829,254

1,688,798

2,062,217

1,180,729

1,481,131

1,396,346

1,007,963

853,350

687,575
720,424

1,575,198

708,466

646,885

594,723
668,069

685,394

513,851
553,912

387,309
555,205

611,591
351,816
364,472
613,429

361,000
287,297
321,310
292,316

$58,872,666

Current Charges
against Revenue

1907

.S25,572,164

2,741,091

1,905,576

2,025,046

2,571,281

1,587,067
1,734,053

1,712,256

1,208,351

1,414,761

1,198,616

993,234
821,984

750,287
678,823

1,327,858

663,233

616,633

588,077
700,990
780,597

453,434
543,795
332,438
628,328

567,926
378,243
339,073

515,932

395,972
309,177
284,474
294,455

$56,635,225

1908

$25,061,884

2,797,983
2,030,.848

2,035,220

2,551,352

1,743,023

1,742,047

1,882,377

1,257,951

1,460,930

1,375,901

1,0.33,627

851,294

756,248
702,850

1,4.34,486

698,789

670,466
632,208
749,562

845,215

498,066
558,706
350,793
619,013

591,792
383,601
340,911

579,641

382,480
332,442
295,210
308,771

$57,555,687

Excess (+) or Defi-
ciency (— ) OF Revenue

1907

-8902,948

+.33,418
—4,276

—151,241
— 133„502

—42,918
—46,481
+ 129,722
—84,735

—77,224
+64,262
-31,408
—58,778

—31,215
+6,180

—28,544
—18,581

—26,765
-•14,408
-^3,670
—92,361

+54,327
—40,785
+16,154

—113,309

—31,030
—11,297

—830
—3,682

—30,362
—30,388

—718
—19,445

$1,766,838

1908

+$1,501,158

+4,423
—41,831
—99,243
+30,842

+86,231
—53,249
+ 179,840
—77,222

+20,201
+20,445
—25,664
+2,056

—68,673
+ 17,574

+ 140,712

+9,677

—23,581
—37,485
—81,493
—159,821

+ 15,785
—4,794
+36,516
—63,808

+19,799
—31,785
+23,561
+33,788

—21,480
—45,145
+26,100
—16,455

+$1,316,979

Excess or Deficiejicy of Revenue: Towns over 5,000 Population.

Towns.
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Excess or Deficiency of Revenue: Towns over 5,000 Population— Con.
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XXXVl STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Summary of Receipts and Payments for the Boston Metropolitan District.

(Population, 1,429,247)

Receipts.

Revenue: —
For current charges, ....
For outlays,

Non-Revenue: —
Offsets to outlays, ....
Debt (except refunding and tempo-
rary),

Bonds refunded, current year, .

Temporary loans (including warrants
or orders), .....

Premiums, ......
From sinking funds, ....
Agency, trust, and investment.
Transfers (except from sinking funds)
and refunds, .....
Total receipts, ....

Balance on hand, including funds, .

GEAND TOTAL,

$46,694,618.34
128,964.89

637,023.66

8,055,530.20
169,600.00

16,979,111.62
364,887. 69
937,000.00

8,719,231.58

4,338,640.54

$87,024,608.52

5,57S,4S9.U

$92,597,047.96

Payments.

Maintenance and interest, . .

Permanent debt (except from sinking
funds), ......

Sinking fund requirements from reve-
nue, ......

Outlays, ......
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds
Permanent debt from sinking funds.
Bonds refunded, current year,
Temporary loans (including warrants
or orders), .....

Agency, trust, and investment, .

Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds,

Total payments, .

Balance on hand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL,

S38,279,

2,313,

2,840,

8,973,

304,

937,

169,

18,323,

10,349,

,407.46

178.17

083.28
190.84
,458.95

000.00
600.00

401.85
834.64

2,134,180.31

$84,624,

7,972,

,335.50

712.^8

$92,537,047.96
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DEFINITION" OF TERMS.

Revenue Receipts. Revenues, as defined by the United States

Bureau of the Census, "^ are those amounts of money or other forms of

wealth provided or obtained for meeting governmental expenses, outlays,

and indebtedness by nations, states, and municipalities (1) from the

exercise of governmental powers of taxation and police control; (2) from

the receipt of donations, gifts, grants, and subventions for governmental

use; (3) from the performance of services for compensation, and from the

furnishing of material objects for a valuable consideration; and (4) from

the operation or management of productive enterprises, investments, and

properties of the government." ^ Condensing this definition of revenues,

revenue receipts may be said to fall within two principal classes : 1.

General; 2. Commercial.

General revenues are moneys accruing to the municipal treasury

under the general taxation and police powers, and from donations or

grants from various sources, in return for which the municipality

renders only a general service ivithout special regard to the possi-

ble benefit to be derived by the taxpayer in his capacity as an indi-

vidAial. It is for this general service that a person pays taxes in

various forms, including fees for permission to engage, as an indi-

vidual, in certain gainful occupations, which, because of their char-

acter, the law has said must be under regulation in the interest of

the community as a whole. Flis returns for these contributions to

the public treasury are the maintenance of order, the protection of

property against fire, the conservation of the public health, the

education of all the children in the community (a matter which is

presumed to concern him, whether he has children of his own or

not), and the various other things which he expects the municipality

to expend money for, though from many of them he may receive only

an indirect benefit. The Bureau of Statistics classifies General Reve-

nue as follows:— I. Taxes; II. Licenses and Permits; III. Fines

and Forfeits; IV. Grants and Gifts; Y. All Other General Revenue.

I. Taxes. We define a tax as " a general compidsory

contribution of wealth collected, in the general interest of the

community, from individuals or corporations by an exercise of

the sovereign j)ower of the government, and levied without refer-

ence to the special benefits which the individual contributors

^ U. S. Bureau of the Census, Special Report on the Statistics of Cities, 1906, p. 8.
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may derive from the 'public purposes for which the revenue is

required." ^ In accordance with this definition, the Bureau of

Statistics recognizes five sources of taxation from which the

cities and towns of Massachusetts obtain revenue, namely: 1.

Property; 2. Poll; 3. Corporation (except street railways)

;

4. Street Railways; 5. Bank.

II. Licenses and Permits. The second division of Gen-

eral Revenue is " Licenses and Permits," by which is meant the

privilege granted to persons or corporations of engaging in busi-

ness or performing a specific act which the State has determined

should be subject to public supervision or regulation in the inter-

est of society through what is known as the police power. The

words " license " and " permit " as they occur in our statutes do

not appear to have been used with any definite perception of

distinction between them, and indeed are commonly used as if

they were synonymous. Yet the privileges granted under one

term or the other fall naturally into two quite distinct classes.

Thus, a license is presumed to convey the idea of time, i.e., it is

issued for a certain period, at the end of which the privilege

granted ceases ; whereas a permit is the granting of authority to

perform a certain act which without such special grant would be

illegal. For example, when the privilege of selling liquor is

granted, a license is issued which is void upon the expiration of

a specified period, and the license must be renewed if the busi-

ness operated by virtue of its provisions is to be legally con-

tinued; but the authority granted a corporation to open a street

or to set an electric light pole involves the performance of a

specific act, which, when completed, becomes a closed transaction,

and we call the certificate of such granted authority a permit.

The distinction thus made by the Bureau of Statistics be-

tween licenses and permits may not of itself seem important,

but the desirability of treating receipts from permits as such, in

a classification of municipal finances, rather than as depart-

mental receipts, should be clearly understood. For example,

receipts on account of sewer or street opening " permits " are

not, properly speaking, commercial revenue, and hence should

not be treated as departmental earnings of the sewer or highway

departments, any more than receipts from liquor licenses are

properly to be regarded as earnings to be credited to the police

or licensing department. Yet, while the latter treatment is

seldom, if ever, followed in municipal accounting, the former

method of treating permits is quite common. This consideration,

if no other, justifies the Bureau in keeping the receipts from

^ U. S. Bureau of the Census, Special Report on the Statistics of Cities, 1905, p. 40.
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permits separate from, but in conjunction with, licenses as a

form of general revenue.

We do not deem it necessary to take specific account of any

single form of license except liquor, and therefore classify

receipts from licenses as: 1. Liquor; 2. All Other. Receipts

from permits are classified as: 1. Marriage; 2. All Other.

III. Fines and Forfeits. Revenue receipts from Fines

and Forfeits are of three general classes : 1. Court Fines which

are imposed by a court as punishment for an offense committed

in violation of law, including all receipts from cases in criminal

actions, all moneys obtained from the sale of goods or other

property seized for violation of law, and all moneys received

from forfeited bail ; 2. Department Penalties, namely, the so-

called fines imposed by some municipalities upon policemen,

firemen, or other employees; 3. Contract Violations, consisting

of amounts forfeited from cash or bonds deposited for the per-

formance of contracts, etc., when the same have not been faith-

fully carried out; also receipts from public service corporations

in the nature of penalties for failure to comply with laws, ordi-

nances, or contracts.

IV. Geants and Gifts. The term " Grants and Gifts "

is used by the Bureau of Statistics to describe those classes of

donations made to municipalities which are generally intended

for immediate expenditure to meet current expenses or to be

expended as soon as possible for outlays (i.e., contributions which

are not intended to he< Jcept as permanent trust funds and in-

vested). The word "grant" is used to embrace the amounts

received by municipalities from other civil divisions {i.e.j, the

Commonwealth or the county) for various purposes, the burden

of local taxation being presumably relieved by the amount of

such contributions. For the sake of distinguishing such free

contributions from those frequently made by individuals, usually

in the form of bequests, we employ, to describe the latter, the

word " gifts," whether they are for a general or specific purpose.

The general title, " Grants and Gifts," is therefore subdivided

into: 1. Grants from Other Civil Divisions; 2. Gifts from In-

dividuals.

V. Ali. Othek General Revenue. This classification is

intended to provide for receipts of a general revenue character

which cannot be properly classified under I, II, III, or IV above

;

for example, contributions to conscience funds, so called; money

found on unidentified dead bodies, etc., which, the ownership

not being ascertainable, is turned into the municipal treasury.

Revenue receipts from such sources, while not likely in indi-
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viclual cases to be large, sometimes am.ount to a considerable

aggregate, and are of sufficiently frequent occurrence to warrant

their being accounted for separately.

Commercial revenues, as distinguished from general revenues,

are moneys accruing to the municipal treasury from property owners

or citizens in return for a particular service rendered, including

improvements calculated to permanently enhance the value of prop-

erty, or thing of value furnished, to the individual by the mu-

nicipality, i.e., the term " commercial revenue " conveys the idea

of a definite quid pro quo on the part of the city or town; and the

citizen who pays special assessments, whether voluntarily or under

compulsion, may be supposed to have something more tangible to

show for his contribution to the treasury than simply the privilege

of living in an organized state of society, with the protection to life

and property and the general social advantages which such a privi-

lege implies. In other words, when a citizen makes to the public

treasury a contribution of the kind which we class as " commercial

revenue," it is a payment in addition to what he must pay as his

share of the revenue which it is incumbent upon the municipality

to raise for general purposes, and he does so for the purpose of ob-

taining in return a certain special benefit to himself as an individual.

Thus, if the municipality levies what is popularly called a " special

assessment " on his property, it is bound to give him a special benefit

which accrues to his property and presumably enhances its value;

or he buys an old piece of furniture of a department; or electric

lighting ; or water
;
payments for these are for special benefits or

privileges, or purchases of services or things with respect to which

the individual citizen and the municipality bear to each other the

direct relation of buyer and seller. Hence the revenue derived by the

municipality from such transactions is distinctly commercial in

character. The Bureau of Statistics classifies Commercial Revenue

as follows : — I. Special Assessments; II. Pnvilegesj III. Depart-

mental; IV. Public Service Enterprises; V. Cemeteries; VI.

Interest.

I. Special Assessments. Because special assessments are

closely analogous to, and possess substantially "the attributes

of, a tax, it may be urged that in a classification of municipal

receipts they should be treated as one form of tax receipts, and

have a position in a tabulation under the heading " Taxes " and

co-ordinate with " Property," " Poll," " Corporation," " Bank,"

and " Street Railway." This would, of course, necessitate the

inclusion of special assessments within the category of general

revenue; but if our definition of commercial revenue (see p. xl)

is justified, special assessments must logically be classified as a
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subdivision of the latter. Moreover, it is important to differen-

tiate so-called taxes which are iti the ruiture of special assess-

ments from, general revenue taxes assessed upon real estate, polls,

and. various classes of corporations.

The citizen should be able to ascertain, and fiscal officers

should be able to state accurately, what proportion of the general

property and poll taxes assessed is collected from year to year,

what proportion is abated, how nearly these general revenue taxes

may be depended upon to meet the current running expenses of

the municipality, and to what extent it may be necessary to

resort to other means of revenue ; and the citizen owning no

property subject to special assessments and liable only for the

payment of a general tax should know if the tax collections are

manipulated in such a way that his general tax payments are

being utilized for the purpose of conferring special benefits upon

individuals who should be called upon to pay for the same

through special assessments. The taxpayer is also entitled to

know if special assessments are being treated by the municipality

as taxes, in the sense that they are included in the amount to be

raised by taxation within the " tax limit " fixed by law for

general municipal requirements. Unfortunately, the practice is

not uniform in this respect, and comparisons of tax rates which

are frequently made without taking into account this considera-

tion, are, therefore, to a certain extent fallacious.

We classify as special assessments receipts on account of

service when the individual is especially benefited yet does not

receive the entire benefit of the improvement, paying only a

portion of the cost thereof. When the individual receives the

entire benefit and is charged with the entire cost we treat the

receipt as departmental revenue.

In the different cities and tovrns the terms used vary, as do

the methods of making assessments. Sidewalk assessments are

based on the number of front feet of lot. If the property owner

pays in advance of the improvement the item is often entered in

the report as " advances." Sewer assessment charges are some-

times termed " betterments," sometimes " entrance fees," " house

connections," or " permits." In determining whether the receipt

is an assessment or not we follow the general principle as laid

down in the preceding paragraph.

Some cities and towns put in the sewer systems at the time

a new street is opened or an old one paved, and when individuals

wish to have the benefit they pay an " entrance fee " or a " per-

mit " which represents a portion of the cost of construction. In

some cases a sewer is constructed through an unimproved district
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to reach anotiier district, and assessments are not made until

such time as the owners of property connect with the sewer;

then a " permit " or " entrance fee " is assessed covering a por-

tion of the original cost, and equivalent to the amount paid by

those connecting with the sewer at. the time of its construction.

In om- tabulation the receipts have been considered as (a)

revenue for expense or (b) revenue for outlays in accordance

with the following rules

:

// the improvement was made from a hand issue and the

assessments were applied to the payment of honds, interest,

sinking fund charges, or maintenance of the department,

then assessment receipts ivere considered as revenue for ex-

pense. If the assessment receipts were credited direct to the

construction account and tuere used, as a inorking capital for

construction, they have been considered as revenue for out-

lay. In the case of an appropriation made for construction

and included in the tax levy, the assessment being credited

to the general treasury, we have considered the receipt as

revenue for outlay.

II. Pkivileges. Privileges differ from rents in that, with

the latter, exclusive control and use of the property is given to

the tenant, while privileges give no control whatever, but permit

only a joint use with the public of the street or other public

property. Thus, a corporation operating a street railway system,

though it may be given a franchise which excludes other corpora-

. '. tions from the use of the same streets, cannot exclude the public

from such use jointly with it.

Several subclassifications of that source of commercial rev-

enue included in the term " Privileges " have been suggested by

the United States Bureau of the Census, but in Massachusetts

two would seem to suffice for present local conditions. These are

denominated as: 1. Public Service Privileges, often popularly

referred to as an " excise " or " franchise " tax, and involving

payment for the use of the highways either over, across, upon,

•
. or under the streets or alleys where such use is absolutely essen-

tial to the conduct of the business in connection with which the

privilege is granted ; 2. Minor Privileges, which differ from pub-

lic service privileges in that the use of the streets, sidewalks, etc.,

thus granted is only incidental to the conduct of business, and

not absolutely essential to it, as is the case with public service

privileges. Examples of revenue from the granting of minor

privileges are payments to the city for the privilege of main-

taining private sewers or drains under the streets; and fruit

-; • stands, market stalls, etc., on the sidewalk. Such privileges are
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not infrequently referred to as permits, but are not properly

such in accordance with the special definition given that tenn

(see p. xxxviii).

III. Depaetmental. These revenues are the incidental

earnings of the various offices or departments into which the

municipal service is or may be organized for the convenience of

administering the several functions of local government which

are essential to the protection of life and property and the devel-

opment and maintenance of social efiiciency. The functions of

these departments being performed for all citizens alike, irre-

spective of the benefits which individuals may derive from them,

the revenues which they attract to the municipal treasury are of

an incidental character, likely to fluctuate, and to have little

relation to the expense necessary to their maintenance. Hence

it is not ordinarily anticipated or expected that these depart-

ments or services shall be self-supporting, though their aggregate

receipts from services performed for, or material objects fur-

nished to, individuals may sometimes be considerable.

It is of great importance that accountants and others inter-

ested in the application of a scheme of scientific classification to

the accounts of our cities and towns keep constantly in mind the

necessity of adhering strictly to the proposition that depart-

mental receipts should include only the earnings of the depart-

ment. By this is meant receipts of the department for compen-

sation or reimbursement for a specific service performed for, or

thing of value sold or furnished to, an individual. The fee

which may be charged by a department in issuing a permit or

license is not an earning of the department unless it is accom-

panied hy the performance of a service; but if, in addition to

exacting a fee for a permit, the city or town, through a depart-

ment, renders some actual specific service, the amount received

for the same is properly an earning of the department, and

should be so treated.
.
For example, the fee of $1 charged for

giving information relative to municipal liens on real estate, in

accordance with the provisions of chapter 299 of the Acts of

1908, should be credited as a receipt of the collector's depart-

ment which has in this manner rendered a specific service that

should be paid for ; but the payment of marriage license fees to a

city or tovni clerk in no sense constitutes an earning of the clerk's

department, and should not be credited as a receipt thereof, since

the clerk in such case acts merely as an agent of the municipality

in collecting one of its numerous items of revenue.

The division of municipal services performed through admin-

istrative departments which has been adopted by the United
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States Bureau of the Census, the Massachusetts Bureau of Sta-

tistics, and by other states which have taken up the work of

systematizing municipal accounts, as the standard for a uniform

classification of accounts for these several departments, is as

follows: 1. General Governmeni ; 2. Protection of Life and

Property ; 3. Health and Sanitation; 4. Highvjays a7id Bridges;

5. Charities; 6. Soldiers' Benefits; ^ 7, Education; 8. Lihrai-ies;

9. Recreation; 10. Unclassified. This classification is so natural

and logical as followed out in the tables of this report that it

will be found, we think, sufficiently self-defining and self-de-

scriptive.

IV. Public Seevice Enterprises. This classification

includes those departments or offices of a municipality which are

organized for the purpose of providing the public, or the public

and the municipality, with some utility involving a special privi-

lege in the highways or the use of other public property. The

public utilities owned by municipalities in Massachusetts, as

classified in this report, are those which pertain to the distribu-

tion, by means of plants or systems owned or operated by the

municipality, of: 1. Electric Light, including Gas; 2. Water;

3. All Other, including rents from markets, fees for the use of

public scales, rents from docks and wharves, income from ferries,

and herring and alewife fisheries (when operated by a town in

its corporate capacity as an industrial enterprise).

V. Cemeteries. The financial transactions in connection

with cemeteries owned by municipalities are so analogous, in

certain respects, to those pertaining to the management of mu-

nicipal industries maintained for lighting and water supply pur-

poses, that they are sometimes classified (for example, by the

United States Bureau of the Census) as " Public Service Enter-

prises." Without undertaking to combat the theory on which

^ An exception is made by the Massachusetts Bureau to the classification of Soldiers' Benefits by

the U. S. Bureau of the Census, which treats expenditures for this purpose as a charity expense.

While this is legitimate from the point of view of the Census Oiilice, and may with propriety be

followed in other states, our Massachusetts law distinctly forbids the treatment of veteran soldiers

as charges upon public charity. Hence we prefer to classify receipts and paj'ments for this purpose

under an independent heading, rather than as a subdivision under " Charity."

There are four forms in which Massachusetts municipalities, under specific authority of law

(Revised Laws, chapter 79, sections 18 and 19, and Acts of 1909, chapter 468), may expend

money for the benefit of veteran soldiers. With respect to three of these, the municipality is reim-

bursed for its expenditures wholly or in part by the Commonwealth. Strictly speaking, therefore,

receipts on account of such reimbursements do not constitute departmental revenue, and should

be eliminated entirely from a tabulation of revenue receipts: while the only amount shown as an

expense of the municipality should be the net amount expended after deducting the amount of the

reimbursement from the Commonwealth. But, while it is eminently desirable, as a general propo-

sition, that revenues collected by municipalities for other civil divisions and reimbursements from

other civil divisions for e.xpenditures made by municipalities should bo eliminated from a tabulation

of municipal revenues and expenses, and treated as temporary transactions havmg no mtrmsic

relation to municipal finances, it must be conceded that it is not always possible to adhere strictly

to this rule; and the transactions relating to Soldiers' Benefits constitute an example of tms

practical statistical difficulty. For a more detailed e-xplanation, see Bureau of Statistics Municipal

Bulletin No. 1, pages 28 and 29.
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thev may be technically, with propriety, so regarded, it has

seemed to the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics that, in con-

sidering the essentially peculiar character of this service, we are

justified in giving it an independent position in our classification.

VI. Interest. A municipality receives revenue in the

form of interest from numerous sources, as follows: — 1. On
Deposits; 2. On Deferred Taxes; 3. On Deferred Special Assess-

ments; 4. On Sinking Funds; 5. On Investmeiit Funds; 6. On
Public Trust Funds (charity, school, library, cemetery, and

other) : 7. Miscellaneous.

Non-revenue Receipts. jSTon-revenue receipts consist of receipts

on account of : — Offsets to Outlays ; Municipal Indebtedness ; and

Agency, Trust, and Investment.

Offsets to Outlays.^ The term Offsets to Outlays has

been adopted as a more desirable expression than " capital receipts,"

formerly in ordinary use to denote receipts accruing from the sale

of real property, reimbursements on construction work, and, in

general, all receipts which are, or, in a proper system of municipal

finance, should be, devoted to lessening the burden upon the taxpayer

for the cost of permanent improvements and diminishing indebted-

ness.

Municipal Indebtedness. The general statutory authority for

the incurring of debts by the cities and towns of Massachusetts is

found in chapter 27 of the Revised Laws. This chapter (sections

3 and 4) limits the amount to which a city may become indebted

to " two and one-half per cent on the average of the assessors' valua-

tions of the taxable property therein for the three preceding years,

the valuation of each year being first reduced by the amount of all

abatements allowed thereon previous to the last day of December in

the year preceding said assessment ;
" "a town shall not become in-

debted in an amount exceeding three per cent on the last preceding

valuation for the assessment of taxes of the taxable property therein."

Within the meaning of the law, the words " net indebtedness " in-

clude " the indebtedness of a county, city, town, or district, omitting

debts created for supplying the inhabitants with water and other

debts exempted from the operation of the law limiting their indebt-

edness, and deducting the amount of sinking funds available for

the payment of the indebtedness included." (Revised Laws, chapter

8, section 5, clause 12.)

According to the Standard Dictionary, a debt is " that which one

owes to another," or " the obligation resting upon one person to pay

or perform something that is due to another." The simplest defini-

1 For definition of Outlays see p. 1.
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tion of a municipal debt is— any obligation, or, using the term in

a broad, collective sense, all tbe obligations, which, a municipality

is bound at any given date to pay; and generally speaking, it may
be said that there is tangible, documentary evidence, in the form of

bonds or notes bearing interest, of* such debts. Some of these

debts are, to be sure, of a temporary character, such as money

borrowed in anticipation of the payment of taxes, and if the trans-

action of borrowing and paying for the loan were uniformly com-

pleted within the fiscal year, it would be possible to treat such

transactions as temporary accounts, which, in effect, they unques-

tionably are. But, inasmuch as temporary loans are frequently

carried over from one fiscal year to another, and are, therefore, out-

standing at the close of the year, it is impossible in a statistical

tabulation to treat them as temporary transactions which have been

completed. The statute which authorizes cities and towns to borrow

money in anticipation of taxes (Revised Laws, chapter 27, section

6) requires that " such loans shall be payable within one year after

the date of their incurrence," and the payment of such loans from

sums freshly borrowed would seem to be a clear evasion of the spirit

of the law.

There are numerous special acts authorizing municipalities to

exclude debt for certain purposes in reckoning the debt limit; and

debt incurred for the following is specifically excluded by general

law:—
Water purposes (including water scrip issued by a town

under special statutes for the indebtedness of a fire district).

Municipal lighting purposes, " to an amount not exceeding,

in a town five per cent and, in a city, not exceeding two and

one-half per cent of the last preceding valuation for the assess-

ment of taxes, of the taxable property therein."

'•' Temporary loans in anticipation of the taxes of the munici-

pal year in which such debts are incurred and expressly made

payable therefrom . . . Such loans shall be payable within one

year after the date of their incurrence."

'' Temporary loans for the payment of any land damages or

any proportion of the general expense of altering a crossing which

municipalities are required primarily to pay under the provi-

sions of " certain sections of chapter 111.

Because of these numerous exemptions from the general limita-

tion of indebtedness imposed by law, and especially those authorized

by the Legislature from time to time in the case of individual cities

and towns, it has become very difficult to ascertain the actual amount

of the debt of many of our municipalities, since debt statements

are apt to be confined to presentations of figures showing only
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that portion of municipal indebtedness which has been incurred

within the debt limit. But the fact that a debt may legally, or

even by specific authority of law, be incurred outside the debt limit,

so called, does not make it, on that account, any the less a debt.

Because a debt is a debt, therefore, no matter by what name it may
be called, and because the burden of indebtedness upon the taxpayer

is just as heavy, whether it be laid within or without the debt limit,

the Bureau of Statistics deems it desirable to include in its classi-

fication and tabulations of " Municipal Indebtedness " all outstand-

ing obligations at the close of the fiscal year, irrespective of the length

of time which the same may have to run; and also to include those

forms of debt specifically excluded by the statute which purports

to impose a limit upon indebtedness ; and likewise to classify as debt

the unpaid warrants or orders of the current year. These latter are,

strictly speaking, temporary transactions, like temporary tax loans,

but cannot, as a practical matter, be treated as such in tabulation;

and, moreover, when they have been permitted to accumulate through

a period of years, they become, in effect, a permanent obligation

until paid. We, furthermore, believe that amounts taken from the

principal of uninvested perpetual care or other trust funds and used,

when no notes are issued or other evidence of indebtedness given,

should be regarded as loans from the funds, and treated as liabilities.

Receipts on account of Municipal Indebted^iess are the gross

amounts borrowed (or of the nature of 7 and 8 below) by the munic-

ipality, whether within or without the '' debt limit," so called, on

account of :
—

1. Temporary Loans (including tax loans).

2. Loans for General Purposes {i.e., all general depart-

mental purposes except those classifiable under " Public Service

Enterprises " or " Cemeteries ").

3. Trust Funds Used.

4. Loans for Public Service Enterprises.

5. Loans for Cemeteries.

6. Bonds Refunded during the Current Year.

7. Premiums {i.e., the amounts paid by purchasers of bonds

in excess of their par value). In many instances the receipts

from this source amount to a considerable sum, and cities and

towns have treated them as revenue that may legitimately be

used for the payment of current expenses ; but in a sound system

of municipal finance, premiums should be used for the extinc-

tion of the debt on account of which a loan is issued. This

principle has been recognized by the Massachusetts Legis-

lature in the " Act to determine the disposition to be made of

premiums upon municipal bonds " (Chapter 379. Acts of 1910)
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which provides that " wheneA^er a city, town, fire district, or

water district shall issue and sell bonds to pay for the construc-

tion, purchase or extension of water works, sewerage or sewage

disposal systems, electric lighting plants, street pavements or

other public improvements, or for the refunding of any debt

previously contracted for any such purpose, any premium re-

ceived upon such bonds, less the cost of preparing, issuing and

marketing them shall be applied to the payment of the principal

of the bonds." In case a sinking fund has been or is to be estab-

lished to pay the bonds at maturity " the premium shall be

added forthwith to the sinking fund, and the amount of the

annual contribution to be made to the sinking fund shall be

reduced correspondingly; " and in case no sinking fund is estab-

lished for the retirement of the bonds, but in lieu thereof certain

of the bonds mature and are to be paid at fixed periods, any

premium received " shall be applied to the payment of the prin-

cipal of the first bond or bonds so to mature, and the contribu-

tions from other sources for the payment of said bonds shall be

reduced correspondingly."

8, Unpaid Warrants or Orders of the Current Year. En-

tries under this head do not constitute strictly a " receipt " of

the municipality for the current year, using the term in a cash

sense. They are, in fact, arbitrary entries that must be made

under the heading " Municipal Indebtedness " on the debit side

of the tabulation, in order to afford a proper offset to the treat-

ment of warrants and orders issued but not paid during the

current year.

Agency, Tbtjst, and Investment. The elimination, as far

as practicable, from the category of revenue receipts of all receipts

which, being purely temporary accounts, are not in the nature of

municipal revenue, is most desirable. ISTevertheless, since these

sums pass through the treasurer's hands, and must, therefore, be

accounted for on his books, it is necessary, in order to set forth a

complete record of financial transactions and to ascertain the cash

balance, to make provision for these transactions. There are three

classes: 1. Agency ; 2. Trust; 3. Investment.

1. Agency. This term is used to describe and to include all

transactions in which the municipality acts as the agent of some

other civil division {e.g., the Commonwealth or the county) in

the collection of revenue which does not in any sense belong to

the municipality, but must, under the law, be turned over to

another civil division for the uses of the latter. State, county,

and non-resident bank taxes, and certain license fees fall into

this class. When also, a municipality performs a material
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service for another civil division, as, for example, when it makes
expenditures upon grade crossings for vv^hich it is reimbursed by
the Commonwealth, it is acting as an agent, and receipts and
payments on account thereof are agency transactions.^

2. Trust. JSTon-revenue receipts falling under the category

of trust funds consist of the principal of trust funds paid into

the municipal treasury, with either the ultimate investment or

expenditure thereof at some future date (pursuant to the con-

ditions laid down by the donor) in view; and also funds which
for various reasons are being retained in the municipal treasury,

but which, since they are not the property of the municipality,

the latter is in honor bound to keep inviolate, subject to the call

of the owners. Perpetual care funds, income received for in-

vestment, and private trust funds and accounts are included

under this head. Private trust funds differ from public trust

funds in that the latter are given the municipality to be held

in trust, invested, and the income used for some municipal pur-

pose, while private trust funds and accounts is the term used

to describe sums held temporarily for individuals, such as de-

posits made to guarantee the fulfilment of contracts, taxes and

assessments paid under protest, pay roll '^ tailings," etc.-

3. Investment. Receipts or payments on account of securi-

;
ties in which sinking funds are invested are probably the most

common form of what we classify as investment transactions.

But municipalities occasionally make investments in material

enterprises, such as the stock of railroads, or they may establish

! _
under the provisions of Chapter 191, Acts of 1905, municipal

insurance funds, the transactions of which would be treated

under this heading.

Maintenance. It is desirable to differentiate clearly betwe-en the

three principal classes of current charges against revenue, namely: Those

which embrace the cost of maintenance only, or what is popularly termed
" running expenses ;

" expenses for annual inte7'est charges ; and those

amounts necessary to meet annual debt requirements. But in treating

these separately we do not group them in our summary table of payments

as subordinate to a general classification, bearing the title of " current

charges against revenue." We purposely avoid the use of this term as

a subdivision of payments, because it seems desirable that all payments to

sinking funds, whether from revenue or contributed from some non-revenue

source, should be shown together; and this could not be done if payments

to sinking funds from revenue were to be grouped elsewhere as a part of

the current charges, without involving a duplication in the same table.

^ See also foot-note on Soldiers' Benefits, p. xliv.
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The recapitulation as shown in Table I of Parts 1 and 2, however, affords

the opportunity desired for grouping together all current charges against

revenue.

Payments for maintenance, therefore, within the meaning of our

classification, are expenditures for the current, ordinary running expenses

of the municipality, and are classified as follows: I. Depart7nental; II.

Pvhlic Service Enterprises; III. Cemeteries; TV. Administration of In-

vested Funds. Each of these is further subdivided according to the general

fundamental classifications common to both receipts and payments.

Interest. Payments for Interest are classified as follows: 1. On
Temporary Loans (including tax loans) ; 2. O71 Loans for General Pur-

poses; 3. On Trust Funds Used; 4. On Public Service Enterprise Loans;

5. On Cemetery Loans; 6. Metropolitan Interest Requirements (sewer,

park, water) ; 7. State Assessments for Grade Crossings; 8. All Other.

Outlays. Quoting the Bureau of the Census :
" In the beginning, like

the words outgo, outflow, payment, and disbursement, ' outlay ' was a gen-

eral term used in referring to amounts of cash paid, but gradually it has

come to be employed only in speaking of the costs of permanent properties

and, improvements, and not in referring to the costs of operation and inain-

tenance. At first, when used in this sense, it was generally combined with

the word capital, in the term ' capital outlay.' The Bureau of the Census,

however, following the usage of many city officials and accountants of

Great Britain, now uses ' outlay ' without prefix to convey the meaning

above mentioned. This usage has the advantage of providing a single

word to designate the costs of permanent properties and improvements

;

while, further, it avoids the use of the word capital in the compound term

with a meaning different from that ordinarily given to it by economists. If

the usage adopted by the Bureau of the Census can be generally accepted,

it will differentiate outlay as fully as expense has been differentiated in

commercial accounting." ^

Payments on account of outlays are classified similarly to payments

for maintenance, the three general subdivisions being I. Departmental;

II. Public Service Enterprises ; III. Cemeteries; each, in turn, being

subdivided similarly to maintenance. Payments for outlays include, for

each department or service, expenditures for any work of construction or

public improvement which increases the visible assets of the municipality.

The line of demarcation is admittedly often exceedingly difficult to draw,

especially with relation to the purchase of supplies and materials
;
gener-

ally, however, any supply which is subjected to such usage that it has to

be renewed annually, or as often as once in two or three years, may be

regarded as a charge against maintenance: but if it may be reasonable to

suppose that an article bought will last for several years, the cost of the

same may properly be regarded as an outlay. Replacements of buildings

^ U. S. Bureau of the Census, Special Report on the Statistics of Cities, 1906, pp. 9 and 10.
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damaged by fire or otherwise are chargeable to outlays, as are also addi-

tions to buildings or so-called repairs which are sufficiently extensive to

admit of their being fairly regarded as new construction. In general, any
expenditures which permit the city or town to increase the actual amount
of service performed for its citizens are properly to be classified as outlays.

Municipal Indebtedness. The classification of Municipal Indebted-

ness is as follows :
—

1. Temporary Loaiis (including tax loans).

2. Bonds and Notes from Sinking Funds.

3. Bonds and Notes from Revenue.

4. Metropolitan Sinhmg Fund Requirements.

5. 8tate Assesswjent for Abolition of Grade Crossings Loan

Fund.

6. Bonds Refunded during Current Year.

7. Warrants or Orders of Previous Years.

Sinking Funds. In a classification and tabulation of municipal

finances which assumes to take into consideration all cash transactions,

account must be taken of amounts paid into the municipal treasury by

sinking fund commissioners for the extinction of debt. Where bonds and

notes are paid at maturity directly by sinking fund commissioners without

passing through the municipal treasury, we consider such transactions

as a payment of debt by the municipality from money received from, sink-

ing funds, just as if it had been first paid by the commissioners to the

treasurer.

Transfers. The so-called departmental transfers (i.e., where one

department does work for another) and transfers from one appropriation

to another do not represent the actual receipt or expenditure of cash;

therefore we do not consider them as departmental receipts or payments,

and for this reason have undertaken to eliminate them from departmental

accounts, in order that the tabulations in this report may represent only

the actual cash transactions.
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Fiscal Years of Cities.

The data given in the tables in Part I are for fiscal years ending in the several cities, as follows:
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions.

CITY OF BOSTON. 1

Cities

RECEIPTS. POPUIATION
670,585

REVENUE,

General, .......
Taxes, .......
Property and poll, ....
Corporation, bank, etc..

Licenses and permits, ....
Fines and forfeits, .....
Grants and gifts, .....

For expenses, .....
For outlays, .....

All other, ......
Commercial,

Special assessments, ....
To meet expenses, ....
To meet outlays, ....

Privileges, ......
Departmental, .....

General government, ....
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation,....
Highways and bridges.
Charities, ......
Soldiers' benefits, ....
Education,......
Libraries, ......
Recreation, .....
Unclassified, .....

Public serzice enterprises, ....
Electric light,

Water, ......
All other, ......

Cemeteries, ......
Interest, ......
On sinking funds, ....
On trust and investment funds.
All other, ......

$27,679,377.08

21,605,855.47
SO,SSI,01 8. 48
18,784,270.57
1,496,747.91
1,145,499.77
110,268.10
69,018.73
69,018.73

50.39

6,073,521.61
234,780.98
234,780.98

95,253.02
648,247.46
44,032.92
44,715.94
33,273.87
6,902 . 06

314,476.28
133,042.28
35,065.53
6,084.17

26,376.31
4,278.10

3,544,679.88

2,676,728.46
867,851.42
29,149.70

1,521,610.57
1,116,334.64
121,625.58
283,550.35

NON-REVENUE,

Offsets to outlays
Departmental, ......
Public service enterprises, .....
Cemeteries, .......

Municipal indebtedness, ....
Loans, general purposes, .....
Loans, public service enterprises,
Loans, cemeteries , ......
Bonds refunded, current year, ....
Temporary loans (including tax loans)

,

Unpaid warrants or orders, current year.
Premiums, .......

Transfers,
From sinking funds, .....
All other, .......

Refunds,........
Agency, trust, and Investment,

Taxes and licenses for State, ....
Taxes for county, ......
Reimbursements for grade crossings,
Sinking and other permanent funds,
All other, .......

$19,216,201.00

201,054.89
193,803.47

2,261.42
5,000.00

11,183,283.60
2,493,700.00
2,000,000.00

6,400,000.00

284,583.60

2,730,759.53
318,000.00

2,412,759.53

107,659.46

4,993,443.52
2,881,437.61
1,316,740.02

78,832.62
716,433.47

RECAPITULATION.

Revenue and offsets to outlays, ....
Municipal indebtedness, .....
Transfers and refunds, .....
Agency, trust, and investment, ....

Total receipts, ......
Balance on hand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL

827,880,431.97
11,183,283.60
2,838,418.99
4,993,443..52

$46,895,678.08

S,704,6i9.S0

$50,660,127.58

1 Exclusive of the transactions of Suffolk County.
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Graded According to Population of 1910.

CITY OF BOSTON.!

PAYMENTS. Population
670,585

Maintenance, . . . . .

Departmental, . . . .

General government,
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation, .

Highways and bridges.
Charities, . . . . .

Soldiers' i)enefits.

Education, . . . . .

Libraries. . . . . .

Recreation, . . . .

Unclassified, . . . .

Public service enterprises, .

Electric light, . . . .

Water, . . . . .

All other, . . . . .

Cemeteries, . . . . .

Adm.inislraiion of invested funds,

Interest, ......
Loans, general purposes, .

Loans, public service enterprises,
Loans, cemeteries, . . . .

Outlays,
Departmental, . . . .

General government.
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation, .

Highways and bridges.
Charities, . . . . .

Education, . . . . .

Libraries, . . . . .

Recreation, . . . .

Unclassified, . . . .

Public service enterprises, .

Electric light, . . . .

Water, . . . . .

All other, . . . . .

Cemeteries, . . . . .

Municipal indebtedness,
From sinking funds.
From revenue and other sources,
Bonds refunded, current year.
Temporary loans (including tax loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years,

Transfers, . . . . .

To sinking funds from revenue, .

To sinking funds from premiums, etc..

All other, . . . . .

Refunds

Agency, trust, and investment.
Taxes and licenses for State,
Taxes for county, . . . .

Expenditures for grade crossings.
Sinking and other permanent funds,
All other, . . . . .

$17,262
15,033,
1,223,
3,846,
1,944,

1,909
1,371
247

4,042
32S
914
125,

1,S24,

,064.49
737. le
295.02

.10
295.81
567.00
719.61
659.70
801.99
037.34
094.05
398.54
177. S4

794,579.16
429,598.18
77,164.67
6,965.32

5,189,493.14
3,610,987.76
1,673,675. SS

4,830.00

5,353,927.51
8,204,596. SO

5,197.28
56,754.83

1,035,741.06
798,401.58
184,556.67

1,011,374.06

112,570.72

2,149,831.31

182,602.70
1,966,728.61

8,391,048.41
318,000.00
673,048.41

7,400,000.00

2,730,759.53
1,937,277.53
284,583.60
508,898.40

107,659.46

5,714,943.98
2,881,437.51
1,313,740.02

62,918.59
1,453,852.86

RECAPITULATION.

Maintenance and interest, .....
Perrnanent debt (except from sinking funds)

,

Sinking fund requirements from revenue.
Outlays, ........
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds, .

Permanent debt from sinking funds.
Bonds refunded, current year, ....
Temporary loans, ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds.
Agency, trust, and investment, ....

Total payments

Balance on hand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL

$22,451,557.63
673,048.41

1,937,277.53
5,353,927.51
284,583.60
318,000.00

7,400,000.00
616,557.86

5,714,943.98

$44,749,896.52

6,910,231.06

$50,660,127.58

* Exclusive of the transactions of Suffolk County.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities

GROUP 1.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 1.
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Table I.— Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities

GROUP 2.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 2.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities

GROUP 3.

RECEIPTS.
Somerville
Population

77,236

Holyoke
Population

57,7S0

Brockton
POPUL.\TION

56,878

Maiden
Population

44,404

REVENUE.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 3.
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Table I.— Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities

GROUP 4.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 4.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities-

GROUP 5.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 5.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities

GROUP 6.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 6.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities

GROUP 7.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 7.
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Table I.— Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities

GROUP 8.
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Graded According to Population of 1010— Continued.

GROUP 8.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities

AGGREGATES FOR 33 CITIES.

RECEIPTS. Population
2,295,889

REVENUE.

General, .

Taxes,
Property and poll.

Corporation, bank, etc,

Licenses and permits.

Fines and forfeits,

Grants and gifts.

For expenses.
For outlays.

All other.

Commercial, .

Special assessments.
To meet expenses.
To meet outlays.

Privileges,
Departmental,

General government
Protection of life and property
Health and sanitation.
Highways and bridges.
Charities,
Soldiers' benefits.

Education, .

Libraries,
Recreation,
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises,

Electric Ugh-
Water,
All other.

Cemeteries,
Interest,

On sinking funds,
On trust and investment funds.
All other, ....

NON-REVENUE.

Offsets to outlays, ....
Departmental,.....
Public service enterprises, .

Cemeteries, .....
Municipal indebtedness,
Loans, general purposes, .

Loans, public service enterprises,

Loans, cemeteries , ....
Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans (including tax loans)

,

Unpaid warrants or orders, current year,

Premiums, .....
Transfers, .....
From sinking funds.
All other, .....

Refunds,......
Agency, trust, and investment,

Taxes and licenses for State,

Taxes for county, ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings,

Sinking and other permanent funds.
All other, .....

$61,126,415.62

46,617,712.41
U,05e,132.B9
40,603,401.78
3,452,730.81
2,125,585.75
229,298.27
203,763.01
186,395.51
17,367.50
2,932.79

14,508
907.
693,

213
SI 3.

1,804.
119,

125
264
95

553
461
104
19
42
19

8,260.
'428
6,940
891
199

3,022.

2,023
371
628

,703.11
.311.47
979.33
332.14
.066.U
601.45
,754.14
,075.33
,989.12
,207.19
,208.71
,184.03
407.08
649 . 62
,114.77
011.46
.948.69
,457.09
724.89
,766.71
,971 . 76
.803.30
,050.27
,498 . 25
,254 . 78

$60,552,223.95

866,713.41
755.818.67
105,819.87

5,074-87

37,820,089.49
9,561,259.50
3,015,000.00

483,035.34
23,726,010.00

661,348.17
473,438.48

8,801,274.02
1,933,300.00
6,867,974 02

415,619.99

12,648,527.04
5,516,183.61
2,781,631.05
173,534.53

4,176,721.70
456.15

RECAPITULATION.

Revenue and offsets to outlays, . . ". .

Municipal indebtedness, .....
Transfers and refunds, .....
Agency, trust, and investment, ....

Total receipts, ......
Balance on hand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL,

S61,993,128.93
37,820,089.49
9,216,894.01

12,648,527.04

$121,678,639.47

8,337,251 .03

$130,016,830.60

1 Includes $180,964.39 from gas.
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Graded According to Population of 1910 — Concluded.

AGGREGATES FOR 33 CITIES.

PAYMENTS. Population
2,295,889

Maintenance, ....
DepaTtmental,

General government.
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation, .

Highways and bridges.
Charities, ....
Soldiers' benefits,
Education,....
Libraries, ....
Recreation,
Uncla.ssified,

Public service enterprises, .

Electric light.

Water, ....
All other, ....

Cemeteries, ....
Administration of invested funds.

Interest, ....
Loans, general purposes, .

Loans, public service enterprises

Loans, cemeteries',

Outlays, ....
Departmental,

General government,
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation, .

Highways and bridges,
Charities, .

Education, .

Libraries,
Eecreation,
Unclassified,

Public service eiiterprises, .

Electric light.

Water,
All other,

Cemeteries,

Municipal indebtedness,
From, sinking funds.
From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year.
Temporary loans (including ta'x loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years.

Transfers, ....
To sinking funds from revenue, .

To sinking funds from premiums, etc.,

All other, ....
Refunds,.....
Agency, trust, and investment,

Taxes and licenses for State,

Taxes for county,
Expenditures for grade crossings.
Sinking and other permanent funds.
All other, ....

$41,121
S7,7S'j,

2,7.37,

8,408,
3,980,
5,268,
2,672,
854

11,299
840

1,3.30

278,

S,04l
'311
2,283
446,
327,
16

,226.36
S9.3.07
018.59
040.24
052 . 05
202 . 69
9.58.12
664.31
540.71
278 . 58
1.30.33
337 . 95
4U.09
,802 . 19
024.22
617.68
6S5.27
.272. J,S

9,465,551.10
6,5S6,oO.'t.n
2,922,004.11

7,042.S8

13,257
9,334,
257,
460

2,407,
2,842,

196,
2,748,

74,

342
4,

3,901,.
> 228,
1,704
1,967,

21,.

,102.28
28-5.41
679.33
770.17
259 . 39
496.95
108.92
126..59
956.05
519.79
368 . 22
.248.65
638.48
905 . 35
704 . 82
568.22

31,539,119.13
1,933,300.00
3,076,214.58
483,033.34

25,698,348 . 67
348,222.54

8,795,484.02
3,892,695.76
345,831.43

4,556,9-56.83

415,619.99

14,877,099.84
5,516,197 .36
2,781,630.95
195,751 .67

6,383,063 . 71

456.15

RECAPITULATION.

Maintenance and interest, .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)

,

Sinking fund requirements from revenue.
Outlays, ........
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds, .

Permanent debt from sinking funds,
Bonds refunded, current year, ....
Temporary loans, ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds.
Agency, trust, and investment, ....

Total payments,

Balance on hand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL

$50,586,
3,076,
3,892,

13,257,
345,

1,933,
483,

26,046,
4,972,
14,877,

776.46
214.58
695.76
102.28
831.43
300.00
033.34
571.21
576.82
099 . 84

$119,471,201.72

10,544,688.78

$130,015,890.50

1 Includes $135,582.06 for gas. 2 Includes $13,452.25 for gas.





Division b.

Receipts from Revenue.

[25]
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Table IV. — Detail of Departmental Earnings {Col. D, Table III) — Con.

6. Soldiers' Benefits.
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Table IV. — Detail of Departmental Earnings (Col. D, Table III) — Con.

8. Libraries.

Cities.

Boston,
Worcester, .

Fall, River,
Lowell,
Cambridge, .

New Bedford,
Lynn,
Springfield,
Lawrence, .

Somerville, .

HOLTOKE,
Brockton,
Malden,
Haverhill, .

Salem, .

Newton,
FiTCHBTJHQ, .

Taunton,
Everett,
QUINCT, .

Chelsea,
Pittsfield, .

Waltham,
Chicopee,
Gloucester,
Medford,
North Adams,
Northampton,
Beverly,
Melrose,
WOBURN,
Newburyport,
Marlborough,

33 Cities,

Population
of 1910

670,585
145,986
119,295
106,294
104,839
96,652
89,336
88,926
85,892
77,236
57,730

56,878,
44,404
44,115
43,697
39,806
37,826
34,259
33,484
32,642
32,452
32,121

27,834
25,401
24,398
23,150
22,019
19,431

18,650
15,715
15,308
14,949

14,579

2,295,889

Total
Receipts

i6,084.17
1,316.96
477.52
386.82
943.78
536.75
733.80

216.77
1,163.72

560.50
444.99
613.59
466.07

2,299.28
326.32
361.75
371.00
263.01
111.00

282.50

212.75
296.51
598.54

307.60
102.89
171.03

$19,649.62

Fines,
Rentals, and

Sales

$5,931.07
1,281.95
462.20
386.82
938.37
536.75
726.48

216.77
1,163.72

560.50
444.99
613.59
457.74

2,299.28
313.04
361.75
371.00
217.91
111.00

262.00

212.75
296.51
348.54

307.60
101.63
21.03

$18,944.99

Miscella-
neous

§153.10
35.01
15.32

5.41

7.32

8.33

13.28

45.10

20.50

250.00

1.26
15Q.0O

$704.63

Table IV. — Detail of Departmental Earnings (Col. D, Table III) — Con.

9. Recreation.
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Division c.

Payments for Maintenance and Interest.
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Table VII. — Maintenance of Departments— Continued.

3. Health and Sanitation.
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Table VII. — Maintenance of Departments — Continued.

S C. Sanitation.

Cities.

Boston,

wokcestbr, .

Fall River,
Lowell,
Cambbidge, .

New Bedford,
Lynn,
Springfield,
Lawrence, .

sosierville,
HOLYOKB,
Brockton,
Malden,

Haverhill, .

Salem, .

Newton,
FiTCHBUBG, .

Taunton,
Everett,
QUINCT,
Chelsea,

Pittsfield, .

Waltham,
Chicopee,
Gloucester,

Medford,
North Adams,
Northampton,
Beverly,

Melrose,
WOBURN,
Newburyport,
Marlborough,

33 Cities,

Total
Expenses

81,642,186.03

163,535.07
103,113.87
96,383.95
174,185.68

98,850.44
87,114.14

109,075.28
69,255.15

114,353.25
44,096.41
54,409.85
40,920.58

20,468.45
32,763.76
72,529.95
22,155.87

18,130.42
23,861.82
28,152.41
45,765.58

24,544.08
32,204.34
5,185.06
2,228.02

26,085.74
7,959.68
5,626.11
10,361.75

19,127.19
7,994.68
3,972.07
6,895.00

$3,213,491.68

B
Sewer

Maintenance
and

Operation

8351,087.19

81,675.50
12,731.63
12,975.59
19,601.73

24,575.87
17,692.88
15,401.14
12,341.24

13,879.83

5,682.51
17,965.48
1,166.99

2,742.30
7,759.45
18,060.13

5,988.28

6,603.19
2,348.26
3,7.32.70

5,187.00

14,192.46
5,471.21
1,442.37

1,736.61

1,231.81

5,010.68
2,666.98
2,050.51

4,454.30
1,832.68
111.58

4,642.97

$334,043.05

Metropolitan
Sewer

Maintenance

Refuse
and Garbage

Disposal

S81,955.57

37,135.71

26,404.42

14,500.78

13,205.47

11,092.02
9,394.84
14,212.21

9,232.68

7,502.89

5,446.81
5,500.92

$235,584.32

8744,871.90

34,283.20
43,546.96
42,235.26
80,511.53

48,944.07
52,970.05
51,743.31
56,913.91

57,907.27
26,147.88
25,534.97
25,252.81

11,840.86
15,202.91
23,406.58
6,229.10

4,861.68
10,421.54
6,024.87

11,994.89

3,400.00
13,024.69

558.19
491.41

11,460.77

2,949.00
894.50

3,611.24

4.036.20
661.08

1,610.49
151.50

$1,423,694.62

Street
Cleaning

8464,271.37

47,576.37
46,835.28
41,173.10
36,936.71

25,330.50
16,451.21

41,930.83

16,161.73

12,266.02

10,909.40

5,885.29
9,801.40
17,857.77
9,938.49

6,665.55

9,000.00
14,371.48

6,951.62
4,475.76
3,184.50

5,890.27

2,064.63
4,700.00

5,189.88

2,250.00
2,100.53

$870,169.69
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Indebtedness.
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Table XII. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1908.

Note. The valuation given in this table is the assessor's valuation of real and personal property, as of May
1, 1908, exclusive of the non-resident bank stock. This valuation is returned annually to the Tax Commissioner,

and the figures are taken from his report for 1908 (pages 510-518). The report to the Tax Commissioner does

not include supplementary assessments, and this accounts for the difference between the valuation given in

city documents and that reported to the Tax Commissioner.

The total debt shown in the table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt shown

in Table XI, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of tax loans, temporary

state highway loan (see footnote 2 to Table XI), and warrants or orders is deducted from the total debt shown in

Table XI, the result will give the fimded or fixed debt shown in Table XII.

Cities.
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Table XIII. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of

Obligation.

Note. The amount of debt as shown in the following table does not include the sinking fund payments to

the State on account of grade crossings and Metropolitan assessments. These payments are shown in Table XIV
on page 74. For this reason the total amount of cancelled debt as here shown differs from that shown in Table I,

Division A, pages 4 to 23, under the section "Municipal indebtedness."

Refunding bonds for the current year were bonds issued for general purposes, excepting in thecity of Pittsfield,

where $157,500 of water bonds were refunded.

Boston.

Chaeactbr of Obligation.

General loans, . . .

Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

Debt of 1908

Incurred

$2,498,700.00
2,000,000.00

6,400,000.00

$10,898,700.00

Cancelled

$36,000.00
282,000.00

7,400,000.00

$7,718,000.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

+$2,462,700.00
+1,718,000.00

-1,000,000.00

+33,180,700.00

Worcester.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$512,000.00
35,000.00

850,000.00

190,461.76

$1,587,461.76

$235,000.00

850,000.00

181,928.25

$1,266,928.25

+3277,000.00
+35,000.00

+8,533.51

+$320,533.51

Fall River.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$415,000.00

568,000.00

8,378.00

$991,378.00

$223,500.00
100,000,00

568,000.00

$891,500.00

+$191,500.00
—100,000.00

+8,378.00

+$99,878.00

Lowell.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$304,413.00

1,300,000.00

$1,604,413.00

$294,222.90
15,200.00

1,300,000.00

$1,609,422.90

+$10,190.10
—15,200.00

-$5,009.90
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Table XIII. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified hy Character of

Obligation— Continued.

New Bedford.

Character of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals

Debt of 1908

Incurred

8856,000.00

895,000.00

83,632.99

$1,834,632.99

Cancelled

S149,000.00
21,000.00

1,145,000.00
297,000.00

45,740.90

$1,657,740.90

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

+3707,000.00
—21,000.00

—250,000.00
—297,000.00

+37,892.09

+8176,892.09

Ly

General loans, .......
Public service enterprise loans, ....
Cemetery loans, .......
Tax loans, ........
Other temporary loans, ......
Trust funds used, . . . . . . .

Warrants or orders, ......
Totals,

nn.

$401,000.00

1,310,000.00

$1,711,000.00

$196,500.00
10,000.00
3,000.00

1,136,000.00

$1,345,500.00

+$204,500.00
—10,000.00
—3,000.00

+174,000.00

+$365,500.00

Springfield.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$355,000.00
270,000.00

575,000.00

$1,200,000.00

$37,200.00
40,000.00

575,000.00

$652,200.00

+3317,800.00
+230,000.00

+8547,800.00

Lawrence.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals

$366,000.00

946,000.00
33,000.00
7,159.50

245,416.19

$1,597,575.69

$134,500.00
2,000.00

1,096,000.00

78,000.00

73,948.99

$1,384,448.99

+$231,.500.00
—2,000.00

—150,000.00
-^5,000.00
+7,159.50

+ 171,467.20

+8213,126.70

Somerville.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,

Cemetery loans
Tax loans
Other temporary loans
Trust funds used,
Warrants or orders,
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Table XIII. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of

Obligation— Continued.

Holyoke.

Character of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals

Debt op 1908

Incurred

$104,000.00
160,000,00

650,000.00

$914,000.00

Cancelled

$144,000.00
39,100.00

620,000.00

$803,100.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

—$40,000.00
+ 120,900.00

+30,000.00

+$110,900.00

Brockton.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals, ....

$161,000.00
100,000.00

727,000.00

$988,000.00

$113,450.00

649,000.00

$762,450.00

+$47,550.00
+100,000.00

+78,000.00

+$225,550.00

Maiden.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$86,000.00

520,000.00

$606,000.00

$64,700.00
100,000.00

1,000.00
490,000.00

$655,700.00

+$21,300.00
—100,000.00
—1,000.00
+30,000.00

-$49,700.00

Haverhill.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$410,000.00

560,000.00
1750.00

$970,750.00

$67,582.38
5,000.00

535,000.00
1760.00

$608,332.38

+$342,417.62
—5,000.00

+25,000.00

+$362,417.62

Salem.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$306,500.00
9,500.00

$316,000.00

$91,650.00
23,000.00
1,300.00

$115,950.00

+$214,850.00
—13,500.00
—1,300.00

+$200,050.00

' A temporary loan made by Trustees of Carleton Scholarship Fund.
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Table XIII. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of

Obligation— Continued.

Newton.

Character of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals, ....

Debt of 1908

Incurred

S480,600.00

1,835,000.00

26,241.58

2,344,841.58

Cancelled

$65,000.00
4,000.00

1,980,500.00
6,000.00

34,258.25

82,089,758.25

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

+S415,600.00
-4,000.00

—145,500.00
—6,000.00

—5,016.67

+$255,083.33

Fitchburg.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$110,300.00

440,000.00

2,000.00

$552,300.00

$78,939.50
3,000.00

$546,939.50

+$31,360.50
—3,000.00

—25,000.00

+2,000.00

+$5,360.50

Taunton.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used.
Warrants or orders.

Totals

$61,800.00
20,000.00

426,000.00

2,700.00

$510,500.00

$23,400.00
5,000.00

375,000.00

$403,400.00

+$38,400.00
+15,000.00

+51,000.00

+2,700.00

+$107,100.00

Everett.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals

$151,500.00

343,000.00

$494,500.00

$76,075.00

500.00
343,000.00

$419,575.00

+$75,425.00

—500.00

+$74,925.00

Quincy.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$183,340.00
27,000.00

500,000.00

$710,340.00

$126,270.00
43,500.00
3,000.00

463,000.00

$635,770.00

+$57,070.00
—16,500.00
—3,000.00
+37,000.00

+$74,570.00
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Table XIII. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of

Obligation— Continued.

Chelsea.

Charactek of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals

Debt op 1908

Incurred

$400,000.00

406,520.00

$806,520.00

Cancelled

$59,200.00

443,817.00

$503,017.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

+$340,800.00

—37,297.00

+$303,503.00

Pittsfield.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$309,000.00
310,000.00

250,000.00
132,500.00

$1,001,500.00

$300,388.41
172,700.00

265,000.00
132,500.00

$870,588.41

+88,611.59
+137,300.00

—15,000.00

+$130,911.59

Waltham.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals

$24,960.00
34,000.00

305,000.00

$363,960.00

$98,000.00
33,000.00

320,000.00

850.00

$451,850.00

-$73,040.00

+1,000.00

-15,000.00

—850.00

-$87,890.00

Chicopee.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$27,300.00

178,000.00

$205,300.00

$23,300.00
17,500.00

188,000.00

$228,800.00

+$4,000.00
—17,500.00

—10,000.00

-$23,500.00

Gloucester.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals

$70,000.00
40,000.00

365,000.00

12,585.94

$487,585.94

$199,375.00
48,000.00

365,000.00

12,346.15

$624,721.15

-8129,375.00
—8,000.00

+239.79

-8137,135.21
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Table XIII.

—

Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of

Obligation— Continued.

Medford.

Character of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals

Debt of 1908

Incurred

3124,700.00

360,000.00

$484,700.00

Cancelled

549,275.00
4,000.00

379,000.00

S432,275.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

+$75,425.00
-^,000.00

—19,000.00

+$52,425.00

North Adams.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals

$8,033.34

165,000.00

1,080.02

$174,113.36

$56,358.33
19,950.00

165,000.00

$241,308.33

—$48,324.99
—19,950.00

+1,080.02

-$67,194.97

Northampton.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$23,000.00

175,000.00

$198,000.00

$21,000.00
28,000.00

180,000.00

$229,000.00

+$2,000.00
—28,000.00

-5,000.00

-$31,000.00

Beverly.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$94,000.00
10,000.00

450,000.00

$554,000.00

$69,750.00
8,000.00

450,000.00

$527,750.00

+$24,250.00
+2,000.00

+$26,250.00

Melrose.

General loans.

Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals

$49,030.00
15,000.00

284,265.00
35,000.00
2,448.98

$385,743.98

$20,485.00

260,000.00

$280,485.00

+$28,545.00
+ 15,000.00

+24,265.00
+35,000.00
+2,448.98

+$105,258.
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Table XIII. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of

Obligation— Concluded.

Wohurn.
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Cash Balances.
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Table XVT. — Cash Balances.

Classification.

Boston, .

General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

WOHCESTER, .

General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund,

Fall Riveb, .

General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Lowell,
General,
Sinking fund,
Public trust fund,

Cambridge, .

General,
Sinking fund,
Public trust fund,
Private trust funds and

accounts, .

New Bedford,
General,
Sinking fund,
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accoimts

Lynn,
General,
Sinking fund,
Public trust fund

Springfield,
General,
Sinking fund

Lawrence,
General,
Sinking fund
Public trust fund

SOMERVILLE,
General,
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and

accounts,

HOLTOKE,
General,
Sinking fund,

Brockton,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund

Malden,
General,
Sinking fund
Public trust fund

Haverhill,
General,
Sinking fund,
Public trust fund

Salem, .

General,
Sinking fund
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Newton,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Cash at
Beginning
of 1908

$3,764,549.50
2,370,955.53
1,046,901.56
200,384.43

146,307.98

483,493.60
406,578.39
61,502.09
15,413.12

441,440.96
99,362.94

340,190.63
1,324.99

562.40

388,424.42
377,667.24

4,394.79
6,362.39

197,060.31
112,238.40
83,257.54
1,103.30

461.07

209,250.01
153,390.51
27,376.80
28,390.22

92.48

373,180.21
179,393.54
11,232.98

182,553.69

494,614.31
485,126.65

9,487.66

85,932.94
65,121.67
20,632.44

178.83

92,109.26
91,305.99

154.43

276,114.39
162,984.84
113,129.55

49,833.22
38,577.36
11,253.51

2.35

97,024.57
73,689.51
15,503.60
7,831.46

144,564.71
143,702.10

241.68
620.93

288,921.06
235,365.14

5,427.67
47,513.40

614.85

100,394.57
89,643.74
5,134.18
3,119.60

2,497.05

Cash at
End of 1908

$5,910,231.06
2,535,420.48
3,112,236.48
100,628.44

161,945.66

427,600.69
346,908.92
66,454.69
14,237.08

485,224.17
98,429.88

384,889.51
1,321.96

582.82

265,025.63
244,729.88

9,816.00
10,479.75

128,684.87
119,584.92

7,352.23
1,286.65

461.07

160,180.51
129,397.75

8,734.77
17,364.68

4,683.31

592,096.97
440,041.61
147,818.28
4,237.08

520,363.85
439,953.31
80,410.54

117,462.61
108,234.95
9,128.15

99.51

55,109.24
54,231.55

59.91

817.78

224,874.29
135,362.11
89,512.18

115,032.55

100,018.13
14,995.19

19.23

80,272.36
46,729.57
24,557.05

8,985.74

243,758.99
239,071.78

4,105.85
581.36

249,353.70
237,744.79

7,715.33

3,893.58

143,886.16
137,159.63

2,426.61

1,692.63

2,607.29

Classification.

FiTCHBURO,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Taunton,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Everett,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

QUINCT, .

General,
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Chelsea,
General,
Public trust fund

PiTTSriELD,
General,

Waltham,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund,
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Chicopbe,
General,

Gloucester, .

General,

Medford,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund,

North Adams,
General,
Investment fund,

Northampton,
General,
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Beverly,
General,
Sinking fund,

Melrose,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund,
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

WOBURN,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund,

Newburyport,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund.
Private trust funds and
accounts, .

Marlborough,
General,
Sinking fund.
Public trust fund.

Cash at
Beginning
of 1908

$80,762.85
61,218.13
17,018.93
2,333.81

191.98

46,112.42
15,461.99
28,755.37
1,752.39

142.67

81,161.43
52,052.19
25,070.89
4,038.35

76,640.08
60,022.79
16,057.29

560.00

70,430.31
67,527.68
2,902.63

30,391.55
30,391.55

41,707.45
16,738.33
16,480.64

174.61

8,313.87

31,548.17
31,548.17

13,754.28
13,754.28

60,825.31
8,768.96

51,059.14
997.21

39,715.46
39,573.30

142.16

119,163.67
117,912.87

1,250.80

67,934.65
60,726.25
7,208.40

5,460.18
1,175.72
4,126.78

8.00

149.68

19,035.26
14,553.88
1,912.68
2,568.70

46,362.42
16,966.26
28,245.22
1,150.94

19,337.50
14,269.48
3,922.62
1,145.40

Cash at
End of 1908

$41,950.09
38,702.68

486.91
2,508.52

191.98

67,047.28
57,424.12
7,521.10
1,959.39

142.67

42,069.71
37, .576. 45
2,111.52
2,141.69

240.05

62,275.97
47,596.34
13,669.63

1,010.00

156,588.63
156,588.63

45,828.89
45,828.89

64,643.43
27,027.20
34,190.52

280.52

3,145.19

15,946.85
15,946.85

30,807.05
30,807.05

58,880.54
28,063.25
29,540.67
1,276.62

2,883.89
2,379.67
504.22

52,714.72
52,714.72

63,104.64
56,756.00
6,348.64

11,793.11
5,175.87
6,353.76

.30

263.18

13,720.87
9,305.75
1,092.97
3,322.15

54,206.04
39,334.00
12,890.30
1,942.33

39.41

41,069.42
30,161.60
9,465.71
1,442.11
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Towns Oyer 5,000 Population.
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Fiscal Years of Towns over 6,000 Population.

The data given in the tables in Part II are for the fiscal years ending in the several towns, as follows:

Towns.



DiYisiOE" A.

Summary of Financial Transactions.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions.

TOWN OF BROOKLINE.

Towns

RECEIPTS. Population
27,792

KEVENUE.

General, .......
Taxes, .......
Property and poll, ....
Corporation, bank, etc.,

Licenses and permits, ....
Fines and forfeits, .....
Grants and gifts, .....
For expenses, .....
For outlays, .....

AU other, ......
Commercial, ......

Special assessments,.....
To meet expenses, ....
To meet outlays,.....

Privileges, ......
Departmental,......

General government, ....
Protection of life and property,
Health and sanitation, ....
Highways and bridges,....
Charities, ......
Soldiers' benefits, ....
Education, ......
Libraries, ......
Recreation,......
Unclassified, .....

Public service enterprises, ....
Electric light, .....
Water
All other, ......

Cemeteries, . . . . . .

Interest,.......
On sinking funds, ....
On trust and investment funds.
All other, ......

$1,477,019.03

1,316,500.60
1 ,31 1 ,395 . ae
1,006,490.69
304,904.67

813.75
1,576.89
2,579.60
2,579.50

135.00

160,518.53
9,567.11

9,567.11
4,860.28

38,518.85
557.77

4,643.27
5,787 . 99
2,998.34
550.28

1,314.50
7,248.72
949.27

14,422.38
46.33

93,717.85

91,355.46
2,362.39
4,195.70
9,658.74

2,270.38
7,388.36

NON-REVENUE.

Offsets to outlays,
Departmental,.......
Public service enterprises, .....
Cemeteries, .......

Municipal indebtedness,
Loans, general purposes, .....
Loans, public service enterprises, . ,

Loans, cemeteries, ......
Bonds refunded, current year, ....
Temporary loans (including tax loans).
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year.
Premiums, .......

Transfers,
From sinking funds, .....
All other, .......

Befunds, .......
Agency, trust, and investment,

Taxes and licenses for State, ....
Taxes for county, ......
Reimbursements for grade crossings,
Sinking and other permanent funds,
All other, .......

$649,848.48

3,808.69
17.00

3,791.69

400,000.00

400,000.00

929.69

929 . 69

192.00

244,918.10
156,568.45
69,660.66

19,689.00

RECAPITULATION.

Revenue and offsets to outlays, ....
Municipal indebtedness, .....
Transfers and refunds, .....
Agency, trust, and investment, ....

Total receipts, ......
Balance on hand, including funds, ....

GRAND TOTAL

$1,480,827.72
400,000.00

1,121.09
244,918.10

$2,126,867.51

136,662.24

$2,263,419.75
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Graded According to Population of 1910.

TOWN OF BROOKLINE.

PAYMENTS. Population
27,792

Maintenance, . . . . .

Departmental, . . . . .

General government,
Protection of life and property,
Health and sanitation, .

Highways and bridges, .

Charities, . . . . .

Soldiers' benefits,

Education, . . . . .

Libraries, . . . . .

Recreation, . . . . ,

Unclassified, . . . .

Public service enterprises, .

Electric light, ....
Water, . . . . .

All other, . . . . .

Cemeteries, . . . . .

Administration of invested funds.

Interest,
Loans, general purposes.
Loans, public service enterprises,

Loans, cemeteries, . . . .

Outlays,
Departmental, . . . . .

General government,
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation, .

Highways and bridges, .

Charities, . . . . .

Education, . . . . .

Libraries, . . . . .

Recreation, . . . . .

Unclassified, . . . .

Public service enterprises, .

Electric light, . . . .

Water, . . . . .

All other, . . . . .

Cemeteries, . . . . .

Municipal indebtedness, .

From, sinking funds,
From, revenue and other sources, .

Bonds refunded, current year.
Temporary loans (including tax loans),
Warrants or orders, previous years,

Transfers,
To sinking funds from revenue, .

To sinking funds from premiums, etc..

All other, . . . . .

Refunds

Agency, trust, and investment.
Taxes and licenses for State,

Taxes for county, . , .

Expenditures for grade crossings.

Sinking and other permanent funds.
All other, . . . . .

$899,748.16
867,508.88
51,905.63

219,272.19
81,890.02
163,898.00

7,978.65
1,802.00

227,371.96
23,034.14
75,625.49
4,760.80

35,199.22

35,187.37
11.85

6,940.05
10.00

143,138.73
132,890.41
10,248.32

236,616.10
201,912.90

3,782.59
58,824.21
54,273.83
39,238.16

22,245.18
1,000.00

21,343.86
1,205.07

34,703.20

34,703.20

597,181.06

197,181.06

400,000.00

929.69

929.69

192.00

245,790.83
156,568.45
69,660.65

20,561 . 73

RECAPITULATION.

Maintenance and interest, .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds).
Sinking fund requirements from revenue.
Outlays, ........
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds, .

Permanent debt from sinking funds.
Bonds refunded, current year, ....
Temporary loans, ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds.
Agency, trust, and investment, ....

Total payments,

Balance on hand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL,

,042,886.88
197,181.06

236,616.10

400,000.00
1,121.69

245,790.83

1,123,596.56

139,823.19

$2,263,419.75
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 1.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 2.
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Graded According to Popidation of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 2.

PAYMENTS.
Peabody

Population
15,721

Hyde Park
Population

15,507

Gardner
Population

14,699

Clinton
Population

13,075

Maintenance,
Departmenlal,

General government.
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation.
Highways and bridges.
Charities,
Soldiers' benefits.

Education,
Libraries,
Recreation,
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises,

Electric light, .

Water,
All other,

Cemeteries, .

Administration of invested funds,

Interest, ....
Loans, general purposes.
Loans, public service enterprises,

Loans, cemeteries,

Outlays, ....
Departmental,

General government.
Protection of life and property,
Health and sanitation,
Highways and bridges,
Charities,
Education,
Libraries,
Recreation,
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises,

Electric light, .

Water,
All other,

Cemeteries, .

Municipal indebtedness.
From sinking funds.
From revenue and other sources,

Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans (including tax loans)

,

Warrants or orders, previous years.

Transfers, ....
To sinking funds from, revenue.
To sinking funds from premiums, etc.

All other, ....
Refunds, ....
Agency, trust, and investment.

Taxes and licenses for State, .

Taxes for county, .

Expenditures for grade crossings.
Sinking and other permanent funds,
All other, ....

$242,482.63
194,Vj5.06
15,429.25
50,115.04
10,436.53
21,607.55
25,612.55
11,590.80
58,108.77

631.87
922.70

43,964. S2
28,961.76
14,835.57

166.89
8,963.25
100.00

32,467.19
20,027.19
12,440.00

41,308.21
14,347.47

4,533.26
5,680.26
673 . 00

3,460.95

26,960.74
4,824.25

22,136.49

231,661.48

37,000.00

175,000.00
19,661.48

74,533.57
800.00

73,733.57

387.83

33,343.47
18,336.32
12,251.38

2,755.77

$198,662.20
196,209.06
13,734.58
34,305.50
20,810.40
40,514.78
9,512.40
2,703.50

63,633.38
5,525.82
4,238.85
1,229.85
176.63

176.63

2,176.61

27,931.81
27,931.81

26,493.19
26,.4.93.1

9

10,834.69
8,591.80
7,066.70

136,834.54

26,834.54

110,000.00

1,471.04

1,471.04

1,234.12

31,679.74
21,926.99
9,297.98

454.77

$172,934.36
154,402.86

7,937.47
28,396.64
11,937.29
30,467.47
14,946.50
4,297.26

53,261.40
1,611.94
307.18

1,239.71
16,319.69

15,319.69

8,211.80

22,011.38
10,881.88
11,180.00

28,469.42
22,347.90

1,843.50
8,919.24
3,521.31
1,386.15
1,800.00

4,877.70

6,121.52

6,121.52

129,700.00

24,700.00

106,000.00

4,836.62

4,836.62

654.87

26,788.46
19,027.59
7,584.00

176.87

$186,083.91
163,024.20

8,074.00
33,809.95
3,6.33.57

37,005.81
10,988.48
1,819.00

56,741.51
6,366.56
2,309.65
1,675.67

18,759.31

18,759.31

8,197.40
103.00

14,726.46
6,886.46
7,840.00

62,279.06
48,586.63
34,230.56

992.50
8,383.80
4,723.44

256 . 33

3,692.43

3,692.43

56,500.00

4,800.00

51,700.00

2,797.85
2,000.00

797.85

239.51

38,860.84
20,242.57
8,407.00

10,211.27

RECAPITULATION.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 3.
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Graded According to Popidation of 1910— Continued.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 4.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 5.

RECEIPTS.
Methuen
Population

11,448

Wakefield
Population

11,404

Arlington
Population

11,187

Greenfield
Population

10,427

REVENUE.

General,
Taxes,
Property and poll.

Corporation, bank, etc..

Licenses and permits.
Fines and forfeits.

Grants and gifts, .

For expenses, .

For outlays.
All other.

Commercial,
Special assessments.
To meet expenses.
To meet outlays,

Privileges,

Departmental,
General government,
Protection of life and property,
Health and sanitation.
Highways and bridges,
Charities,
Soldiers' benefits,
Education,
Libraries,
Recreation,
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises.
Electric light, .

Water,
All other.

Cemeteries, .

Interest,

On sinking funds,
On trust and investment funds.
All other,

$150,462.81

105,009.61
101,712.13
94,471.53
7,240.60

70.50
368.86

2,868.12
2,868.12

45,453.20
2,888.91
2,888.91

3,088.07
11,262.60

294.50
3,717.62
160.52
582 . 76

3,585.73
1,621.00
900.37

400.00
23,209.64

23,209.54

ISO. 00
4,824-18
2,911.07

1,913.11

$310,436.21

189,660.15
186,731.62
169,031.77
17,699.85

358.60
680.43

1,989.60
1,989.60

120,776.06
3,534-47
3,534.47

3,036.26
16,606.76

500.68
4,574.89
712.23
158.16

3,839.17
4,157.00
2,557.10
106.53

92,211.37
1 54,911.49
37,299.88

189.66
6,199.66

931.82
4,267.73

$308,062.67

213,666.72
212,175.66
184,557.95
27,617.71

364-00
491.50
635.66
635.56

94,395.95
8,723.27
6,209 . 56
2,518.71
3,055.96
16,521.67

370.55
6,400.95
2,336.69
1,678.71
1,185.52
1,817.00
186.50
234 . 75
15.00

1,296.00
49,763.83

49,753.83

4,590.00
12,746.22
4,731.49
5,801.99
2,212.74

$140,429.29

131,528.87
117,670.77
99,834.93
17,835.84
12,296.76

804.00
757.35
757.35

8,900.42
276.78

276.78
1.00

8,458.09
1,557.65
126.58
522.66
945.04

2,320.30
1,631.00
864.36
297.34

193.16

164-66

164.55

NON-REVENUE.

Offsets to outlays,
Departmental,
Public service enterprises,
Cemeteries, ....

Municipal indebtedness,
Loans, general purposes,
Loans, public service enterprises.
Loans, cemeteries,
Bonds refunded, current year.
Temporary loans (including tax loans)

,

Unpaid warrants or orders, current year,
Premiums, .....

Transfers, .....
From sinking funds,
All other, .....

Refunds,

Agency, trust, and investment, .

2'axes and licenses for Stale, .

Taxes for county,....
Reimbursements for grade crossings,
Sinking and other permanent funds.
All other, . . . . .

$159,915.89

1,957.62
229.94

1,727.68

129,826.72
16,500.00
22,000.00

91,000.00

326.72

6,775.44

6,775.44

1,419.74

19,936.37
9,720.48
7,056.37

$261,196.68

1,057.60
1,047.75

9.85

229,422.11
13,600.00

214,600.00
1,320.61

1.60

6,396.94

6,396.94

454.41

23,865.62
14,269.08
8,704-96

891.58

$281,982.30

65.02
66.02

197,000.00
52,000.00
9,000.00

136,000.00

45,074.67

45,074-67

153.75

39,688.86
16,947.01
10,508.38

12,233.47

$128,096.78

4,503.91
4,503.91

81,500.00
21,500.00

60,000.00

644.59

644-69

7,733.03

33,715.25
19,457.36
14,220.89

37.00

RECAPITULATION.

Revenue and offsets to outlays.
Municipal indebtedness, .

Transfers and refunds,
Agency, trust, and investment.

Total receipts,

Balance on liand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL, .

$152,420.43
129,826.72

8,195.18
19,930.37

$310,378.70

10,267.48

$320,646.18

$311,493.81
229,422.11

6,851.35
23,865.62

$571,632.89

3,653.78

$675,286.67

B308,127.69
197,000.00
45,228.42
39,688.86

$590,044.97

0,400.14

$599,445.11

$144,933.20
81,500.00
8,377.62

33,715.25

$268,526.07

30,129.28

$298,656.36

1 Includes gas, amount not specified.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 6.
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Table I.— Summary of Financial Transactions, Towns

GROUP 6.

RECEIPTS.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.
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PAYMENTS.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 7.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 8.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 9.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 10.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 11.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 12.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 12.

PAYMENTS.
Montague
Population

6,866

Hudson
Population

6,743

Spencer
Population

6,740

Concord
Population

6,421

Maintenance,
Departmental,

General government,
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation,
Highways and bridges.
Charities,
Soldiers' benefits,

Education,
Libraries,
Recreation,
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises.

Electric light, .

Water,
All other.

Cemeteries, .

Administratioh of invested funds.

Interest, ....
Loans, general purposes.
Loans, public service enterprises.
Loans, cemeteries.

Outlays, ....
Departmental,

General government.
Protection of life and property,
Health and sanitation,
Highways and bridges.
Charities,
Education,
Libraries,
Recreation,
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises,

Electric light, .

Water,
All other.

Cemeteries, .

Municipal indebtedness,
From sinking funds.
From revenue and other sources,
Bonds refunded, current year.
Temporary loans (including tax loans),
Warrants or orders, previous years,

Transfers, ....
' To sinking funds from revenue,
To sinking funds from premiums, etc.

All other, ....
Refunds, ....
Agency, trust, and investment,

Taxes and licenses for State, .

Taxes for county, .

Expenditures for grade crossings,
Sinking and other permanent funds.
All other, ....

$76,049.61
76,040.61
5,23.5.02
4,151.15
2,308.65
11,264.29
9,211.65
3,073.74

36,443.35
2,661.11
500.00

1,140.55

2,677.23
2,677.23

9,106.98
9,106.98

5,405.48
100.00

3,601.50

60,226.00

8,000.00

52,225.00

2,500.00

2,600.00

16.40

19,999.09
11,646.34-
8,088.95

S63.80

$93,216.16
72,444-24
6,098.38

12,247.10
3,430.81
9,842.94
7,170.52
3,845.40

27,380.54
1,654.27
100.00
674.28

20,171 .27
17,925.59
2,245.68

600.64

12,613.13
7,362.70
6,250.43

22,170.84
3,217.18
463.00
140.90

1,347.17
1,266.11

18,963.66
2,113.97
16,839.69

36,600.00

24,600.00

12,000.00

642.77

642 . 77

791.67

13,434.16
8,983.79
3,780.24

670.12

$74,626.11
70,S4'i.6G
4,830.97
7,604.44
1,878.22

16,476.88
6,791.39
4,729.08

26,300.74
1,449.31
516.13
259.50

1,678.20

1,678.20

332.16
1,673.09

12,463.96
2,319.96
10,144-00

1,923.07
1,624-44
1,426.00

198.44

298.63

298.63

42,657.29

5,417.59

37,200.00
39.70

13,411.37
4,700.00

8,711.37

616.41

60,478.47
10,160.66
4,364.00

46,963.81

$134,340.72
10.i,117 .70

5, .390. 92
19,243.46
5,.5.33.55

15,784.69
7,114.97
906 . 00

41,737.59
5,119.11
851.73
435.74

29,800.88
26,3.56.05
3,444.83

2,377.58
44-50

10,658.96
6,022.28
4,636.67

65,226.89
6,690.76
910.50

1,417.37
762.81

3,600.08

58,635.13
5,788.49

52,746.64

75,000.00
11,000.00
7,000.00

67,000.00

22,879.13
4,960.00

17,919.13

685.36

39,415.26
10,843.22
6,207.92

22,364.11

RECAPITULATION.

Maintenance and interest,
Perrnanent debt (except from sinking funds)

,

Sinking fund requirements from revenue, .

Outlays, ......
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds.
Permanent debt from sinking funds, .

Bonds refunded, current year, .

Temporary loans, .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and

refunds, ......
Agency, trust, and investment.

Total payments, ....
Balance on hand, including funds,

r GRAND TOTAL

$78,726.74
8,000.00

9,106.98

52,225.00

2,515.40
19,999.09

$170,673.21

2,867.22

$173,440.43

$105,829.28
24,500.00

22,170.84

12,000.00

1,434.44
13,434.15

$179,368.71

20,106.94

$199,475.65

$86,990.07
5,417.59
4,700.00
1,923.07

37,239.70

9,227.78
60,478.47

$205,976.68

2,179.95

$144,999.67
7,000.00
4,960.00
65,225.89

11,000.00

57,000.00

18,504.49
39,415.25

$348,106.30

28,662.41

$208,156.63 $376,757.71
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions.

GROUP 13.

Towns
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 14.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 15.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 16.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 17.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns

GROUP 18.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Continued.

GROUP 18.

PAYMENTS.

Maintenance,
Departmental,

General government, .

Protection of life and property,
Health and sanitation.

Highways and bridges,

Charities, .

Soldiers' benefits.

Education,
Libraries, .

Recreation,
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises,

Electric light,

Water,
All other, .

Cemeteries,
Administration of invested funds,

Interest, . . .

Loans, general purposes,
Loans, public service enterprises,

Loans, cemeteries, .

Outlays, ....
Departmental,

General government, .

Protection of life and property.

Health and sanitation,

Highways and bridges,

Charities, .

Education,
Libraries, .

Recreation,
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises,

Electric hght.
Water,
All other, .

Cemeteries, .

Municipal indebtedness,
From sinki7ig funds.
From revenue and other sources.

Bonds refunded, current year, .

Temporary loans (including tax loans)

,

Warrants or orders, previous years,

Transfers
To sinking funds from revenue.

To sinking funds from premiums, etc.

All other, ....
Refunds, . . .

Agency, trust, and investment,
Taxes and licenses for State,

Taxes for county, .

Expenditures for grade crossings,

Sinking and other permanent funds,

All other, ....

Needham
Population

6.026

$100,590.14
9S.668.08
6,613.89

16,852.61
709.16

24,715.1.5
3,296.78
2,121.06

33,615.92
2,131.44
1,594.59
2,017.48
6,922.06

6,922.06

16,955.28
6,302.01
9,653.27

18,524.24
13,415.11

5,101.42

8,313.69

5,109.13

5,109.13

128,788.87

7,788.87
13,000.00

108,000.00

361.08

361.08

492.12

10,764.12
7,425 . 75
3,338.37

RECAPITULATION.

Maintenance and interest, . . •

Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)

,

Sinking fund requirements from revenue,

Outlays, . . . . • •

Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds.

Permanent debt from sinking funds, .

Bonds refunded, current year, .

Temporary loans, . . • ", c
" j

Transfers (except to sinking funds) and retundS:

Agency, trust, and investment, .

Total payments, . . . -

Balance on hand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL

$116,545.42
7,788 . 87

18,524.24

13,000.00
108,000.00

853.20
10,764.12

$275,475.85

17,187.17

Chelmsford
PoPril.ATlON

5,010

$292,663.02

$60,973.84
60,321 .20
4,270.89

10,009.63
1,069.38

12,1.55.92
3,811.44
2,022.16

24,848.48
1,372.61
126.47
634.22

662.64

2,270.07
2,270.07

8,518.08
8,518.08

1,586.10
705 . 52

1,801.40

4,425.06

27,020.00

5,520.00

21,500.00

1,565.00

1,565.00

984.57

10,772.40
5,170.00
3,260.03

800.26
1,542.11

33,243.91
5,520.00

8,518.08

21,500.00
2,549.57
10,772.40

$112,103.96

3,029.68

$115,133.64
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions.

AGGREGATES FOR 71 TOWNS.

Towns

RECEIPTS. Population
653,322

REVENUE.

General,
Taxes,
Property and poll,

Corporation, bank
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeits,

Grants and gifts.

For expenses.
For outlays.

All other.

Commercial,
Special assessments,
To meet expenses
To meet outlays.

Privileges,

Departmental, .

General government.
Protection of life and property
Health and sanitation,
Highways and bridges,
Charities,
Soldiers' benefits.
Education, .

Libraries,
Recreation, .

Unclassified,
Public service enterprises.

Electric light,

Water,
All other.

Cemeteries,
Interest, .

On sinking funds.
On trust and investment funds
All other, ....

RECAPITULATION.

Revenue and offsets to outlays, ....
Municipal indebtedness, .....
Transfers and refunds, .....
Agency, trust, and investment, ....

Total receipts,

Balance on hand, including funds,

GEAND TOTAL,

$13,406,182.81

10,132,307.40
9,741,884-. 85
8,554,471.78
1,187,413.07
194,751.30
62,835.00
142,697.25
116,846.74
25,850.51

139.00

3,273,875.41
266,491 . 77
97,155.48

169,336.29
114,672.36
681,657.94
36,352.13

114,008.68
56,990.82
39,496.25

151,781.68
199,854.05
54,008.49
7,751.86

15,871.81
5,542.17

1,886,122.96
1 415,592.72
1,465,.559.85

4,970.39
56,068.94

268,963.44
90,694.10
67,826.22
110,443.12

NON-REVENUE.

Offsets to outlays, ......
Departmental, . . . . . . .

Public service enterprises, . .

Cemeteries, . . . . . ...
Municipal indebtedness,.....

Loans, general purposes, .....
Loans, public service enterprises.

Loans, cemeteries, ......
Bonds refunded, current year, ....
Temporary loans (including tax loans).

Unpaid warrants or orders, current year,

Premiums, .......
Transfers,
From sinking funds, .....
All other, .......

Refunds, .......
Agency, trust, and investment.

Taxes and licenses for State, ....
Taxes for county, ......
Reimbursements for grade crossings,
Sinking and other permanent funds.
All other, .......

$12,434,865.49

156,752.29
110,984.27
45,768.02

8,215,382.36
1,386,690.80
694,270.00

4,500.00
193,600.00

6,981,186.68
28,012.04
27,122.94

1,773,687.58
339,800.00

1,433,887.53

63,508.55

2,225,534.71
1,034,362.92
654,882.60
32,4.53.70

601,861.71
1,973.78

$13,562,935.10
8,21.5,382.36
1,837,196.13
2,225,534.71

$25,841,048.30

1,435,201.36

$27,276,249.66

' Includes gas. See foot-notes on pp. 86, 94, and 102.
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Graded According to Population of 1910— Concluded.

AGGREGATES FOR 71 TOWNS.

PAYMENTS. Population
653,322

Maintenance, ....
Departmental,....

General government,
Protection of life and property,
Health and sanitation, .

Highways and bridges, .

Charities, ....
Soldiers' benefits,

Education, ....
Libraries, ....
Recreation,....
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises, .

Electric light.

Water, ....
All other, ....

Cemeteries, ....
Adm.inistration of invested funds.

Interest, . . . .

Loans, general purposes.
Loans, public service enterprises,

Loans, cemeteries,

Outlays, ....
Departmental,....

General government,
Protection of life and property.
Health and sanitation, .

Highways and bridges, .

Charities, ....
Education, ....
Libraries, ....
Recreation,....
Unclassified,

Public service enterprises, .

Electric Ught,
Water, ....
All other, ....

Cemeteries, ....
Municipal indebtedness, .

From sinking funds.
From revenue and other sources, .

Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans (including tax loans).

Warrants or orders, previous years.

Transfers, ....
To sinking funds from revenue, .

To sinking funds from premiums, etc..

All other, ....
Befunds, ....
Agency, trust, and investment,

Taxes and licenses for State,

Taxes for county.
Expenditures for grade crossings.

Sinking and other permanent funds,
All other, ....

RECAPITULATION.

Maintenance and interest, .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds).
Sinking fund requirements from revenue.
Outlays, ........
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds, .

Permanent debt from sinking funds,
Bonds refunded, current year, ....
Temporary loans, ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds,
Agency, trust, and investment, ....

Total payments,

Balance on hand, including funds,

GRAND TOTAL,

$9,618
8,624,

57G,

1,519,

428,
1,560,

626,
297

3.041
206
176
90,

889,
1 380,
507,

1,

100,

4.

,022.81
451

.

78
784.23
880.24
467.86
022 . 80
233 . 32
,626.28
,168.50
,891.12
,924.04
4.53.39
3^7.00
101.36
,380.35
,865.29
,006.84
.217.19

1,295,934.61
798,069.85
497,617.56

2,879,311.31
1,984,260.18

56,412.90
147,288 . 17
579,304.65
534,655.68

8,099.54
532,404.21
57,271.22
67,518.74
1,305.07

886,512.64
1 128,624.33
757,786.06

102.25
8,638.49

7,855,141.81
389,800.00

1,288,464-74
193,600.00

6,001,348.78
31,928.29

1,773,687.58
192,487.01

1,097.96
1,680,102.61

63,508.55

2,181,663.21
1,034,364-92
554.882.60
40,504.37

649,937.54
1,973.78

$10,813,957.42
1,288,464.74
192,437.01

2,879,311.31
1,097.96

339,800.00
193,600.00

6,033,277.07
1,643,611.16
2,181,663.21

$25,567,269.88

1,708,979.78

$27,276,249.66

> Includes gas. See foot-notes on pp. 87, 95, and 103.
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Table III.— Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1908.

Note. The valuation given in this table is the assessor's valuation of real and personal property, as of May
1, 1908, exclusive of the non-resident bank stock. This valuation is returned annually to the Tax Commissioner,

and the figures are taken from his report for 1908 (pages 510-518). The report to the Tax Commissioner does not

include supplementary assessments, and this accounts for tRe difference between the valuation given in town
reports and that reported to the Tax Commissioner.

The total debt shown in the table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt shown
in Table II, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of tax loans and war-

rants or orders is deducted from the total debt shown in Table II, the result will give the funded or fixed debt

shown in Table III.

Towns.
(Population over 5,000)

1 Athol, .

2 Hudson, .

3 Stoughton,
4 Wakefield,
5 Natick, .

6 Peabody,
7 West Springfield,
8 Reading,
9 Framingham,
10 Gardner,
11 Revere, .

12 Needham,
13 Norwood,
14 Watertown,
15 Amesbury,
16 Arlington,
17 Leominster,
18 Westborough,
19 Ipswich,
20 Franklin,
21 Swampscott,
22 Methuen,
23 Orange, .

24 North Attleborough,
25 Clinton, .

26 Winchester,
27 Stoneham,
28 Winthrop,
29 Abington,
30 Danvers,
31 Weymouth,
32 Concord,
33 Attleborough,
34 Fairhaven,
35 MUford, .

36 Westfield,
37 Whitman,
38 Andover,
39 Belmont,
40 Grafton, .

41 Mansfield,
42 Middleborough,
43 Rockland,
44 Plymouth,
45 Saugus, .

46 Braintree,
47 Marblehead,
48 Easthampton,
49 North Andover,
50 Spencer, .

51 Maynard,
52 Winchendon,
53 Southbridge,
54 Wellesley,
55 Hyde Park,
56 Dedham,
57 Northbridge, -

58 Great Barrington,
59 Webster, .

60 Palmer, .

61 Adams, .

62 Amherst,
63 Ware,
64 Milton, .

65 Greenfield,
66 Brookline,
67 Montague,
68 Blackstone,
69 Chelmsford,
70 Bridgewater,
71 Easton,

71 Towns,

Popu-
lation of

1910

8,536
6,743

6,316
11,404

9,866
15,721

9,224

5,818

12,948

14,699

18,219
5,026
8,014

12,875

9,894
11,187
17,580

5,446
5,777

5,641
6,204

11,448

5,282

9,562

13,075
9,309
7,090

'

10,132

5,455

9,407
12,895
6,421

16,215
5,122

13,055

16,044

7,292

7,301

5,542

5,705

5,183
8,214

6,928
12,141

8,047

8,066
7,338

8,524

5,529
6,740
6,390

5,678
12,592

5,413

15,507

9,284

8,807
5,926

11,509

8,610
13,026

5,112

8,774
7,924

10,427

27,792

6,866
5,648

5,010

7,688

5,139

653,322

Percent-
age of

Net
Debt of

Valua-
tion

10.89
9.39
8.61
8.18
7.68
7.20
7.08
7.02
6.98
6.92
6.24
5.79
5.73
5.45
5.42
5.28
5.17
4.98
4.87
4.82
4.81'

4.80
4.71
4.70
4.67
4.67
4.66
4.51
4.50
4.34
4.32
4.26
4.17
4.15
4.04
3.94
3.92

3.88
3.81
3.75

3.63
3.54
3.52

3.28
3.27
3.20
3.14
3.09

2.98
2.82

2.79
2.63
2.47
2.27
2.12
2.12
2.00
1.89

1.86

1.73

1.70

1.63

1.58

1.45
1.42

1.37
1.16

0.84
0.40

3.63

Valuation
of 1908

$4,394,480

3,509,595
3,507,085
8,603,573

7,249,600

10,099,038
6,439,786
5,238,622

10,087,550
7,356,955

15,055,550
5,655,547

6,100,660

13,888,216

5,872,030
11,105,046

10,526,295

3,182,734
4,360,800

3,692,425

9,992,655

5,913,482
3,544,325

5,237,451

8,047,207

11,516,400
5,027,334

10,757,665
2,797,393

5,881,495

7,733,640
6,379,275

13,543,770
2,987,822

7,001,160
9,093,815

4,741,528
6,190,520

6,078,650
2,674,645

2,996,578
4,527,596

3,779,971

10,448,592

5,136,209
5,799,321

7,468,022

5,261,328
4,625,672

3,582,090
3,783,980
3,962,950

5,332,864

13,673,875

14,019,675

12,613,550

4,248,095

5,637,515

6,589,705
4,072,513

6,073,145

3,664,075

4,591,595

23,864,970
9,114,300

100,766,800
4,259,986

2,243,630
4,088,385

3,254,972

5,077,919

$575,626,597

Total
Funded
or Fixed
Debt

$506,100.00
329,550.00
302,000.00
704,100.00
593,565.00
743,000.00
515,903.31
367,965.04
728,852.85
509,150.00
940,097.00
327,500.00
387,050.00
757,025.00
321,500.00
704,248.64
657,739.00
183,240.00
255,865.00
178,000.00
518,695.00
357,063.16
166,800.00
342,845.00
520,500.00
537,969.07
234,102.20
485,548.48
126,000.00
292,400.00
605,000.00
307,000.00
658,000.00
123,953.20
282,686.18
358,100.00
252,800.00
268,200.00
273,200.00
100,210.00
134,080.00
160,450.00
133,120.00
342,249.72
180,850.00
332,900.00
252,000.00
162,500.00
178,000.00
289,635.64
147,600.00
104,315.00
149,635.00
464,000.00
297,170.00
266,779.00
85,000.00
157,400.00
167,900.00
70,471.70
103,107.17
88,200.00
72,740.00

346,498.95
129,000.00

1,381,330.00
49,475.00
18,832.55

16,420.00

$23,105,182.86

Sinking
Funds

$27,695.60

37,151.31
16,258.05

59,800.17

24,636.68

37,753.53

3,520.63
117,976.57
113,641.08
24,650.81
43,541.51

38,193.73
73,398.53

96,489.13
144,492.29

36,852.58
271,104.76
34,939.53

93,064.72

66,972.70
24,115.05
41,336.34

25,386.12

13,019.79
147,113.23
17,391.91

40,164.90
188,645.24
42,031.97

18,079.86
154,247.02

50,888.36
45,090.24

28,441.62

$2,198,085.56

Net Debt

$478,404.40
329,550.00
302,000.00
704,100.00
556,413.69
726,741.95
456,103.14
367,985.04
704,216.17
509,150.00
940,097.00
327,500.00
349,296.47
757,025.00
317,979.37
586,272.07
544,097.92
158,589.19
212,323.49
178,000.00
480,501.27
283,664.63
166,800.00
246,355.87
376,007.71
537,969.07
234,102.20
485,548.48
126,000.00
255,547.42
333,895.24
272,060.47
564,935.28
123,953.20
282,686.18
358,100.00
185,827.30
244,084.95
231,863.66
100,210.00
108,693.88
160,450.00
133,120.00
342,249.72
167,830.21
185,786.77
234,608.09
162,500.00
137,835.10
100,990.40
105,568.03
104,315.00
131,555.14
309,752.98
297,170.00
266,779.00
85,000.00
106,511.64
122,809.76
70,471.70
103,107.17
59,758.38
72,740,00

346,498.95
129,000.00

1,381,330.00
49,475.00
18,832.55
16,420.00

$20,907,097.30
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation.

Note. The amount of debt as shown in the following table docs not include the sinkinK fund payments to

the State on account of grade crossings and Metropolitan assessments. These payments are shown in Table V
on page 141, For this reason the total amount of cancelled debt as here shown differs from that shown in Table I,

Division A, pages 84 to 123, under the section "Municipal indebtedness."

Brookline.

Character of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals, ....

Debt of 1908

Incurred

S400,000.00

$400,000.00

Cancelled

$155,.380.00

22,481.00

400,000.00

$577,861.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

-$155,380.00
—22,481.00

-$177,861.00

Revere.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals

$208,442.00

215,000.00
45,000.00

$468,442.00

$55,240.00
13,000.00

185,000.00
125,000.00

$378,240.00

-t-S153,202.00
—13,000.00

+30,000 00
—80,000.00

-t- $90,202. 00

Leominster.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals

$224,500.00

2,100.00

$226,600.00

$19,000.00
5,000.00

186,900.00

$210,900.00

-319,000.00
—5,000.00

+37,600.00

+2,100.00

+$15,700.00

Attlehorough.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used.
Warrants or orders,

Totals, ....

$37,000.00
50,000.00

97,700.00
15,000.00

$199,700.00

$5,800.00

80,000.00
45,000.00

$130,800.00

+$31,200.00
+50,000.00

+ 17,700.00
—30,000.00

+$68,900.00

Westfield.

General loans, ........
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans
Other temporary loans
Trust funds used,
Warrants or orders,
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Peabody.
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Framingham.

Character of Odliqation.

General loans, . .

Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

Debt op 1908

Incurred

$136,000.00

80,927.50

250.00

§217,177.50

Cancelled

8155,614.61
1,000.00

98,545.00
93,000.00

5348,159,61

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

—519,014.01
—1,000.00

—17,017.50
—93,000.00

+250.00

-S130,982.11

Weymouth.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$2,000.00

5,000.00

140,000.00

9,075.76

$156,075.76

$8,500.00

140,000.00

$148,500.00

-.56,500.00

+5,000.00

+9,075.76

+$7,575.76

Watertown.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$9,225.00

320,000.00

$33,500.00
14,000.00

300,000.00

$329,225.00 $347,500.00

—$24,275.00
—14,000.00

+20,000.00

-$18,275.00

Southbridge.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trifst funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$82,000.00

40,000.00

38.02

$122,038.02

$10,295.00

24,500.00

37.50

$34,832.50

+$71,705.00

+15,500.00

+ .52

+587,205.52

Plymouth.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$24,000.00

84,500.00

$21,656.66
10,666.66

102,500.00

$108,500.00 $134,823.32

—521,656.66
+13,333.34

-18,000.00

-526,323.32

Webster.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.
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Table IV. — Beht Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Methuen.
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Natick.

Character of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals, . . . .

Debt op 1908

Incurred

$14,000.00
6,000.00

120,000.00

$140,000.00

Cancelled

$12,900.00
10,800.00

126,000.00

$149,700.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

+$1,100.00
—4,800.00

—6,000.00

-$9,700.00

North Attleborough.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans,
Other temporary loans,
Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals, .

$110,000.00

858.42

$110,858.42

$4,900.00
17,595.00

128,700.00

585.00
280.35

$152,060.35

-$4,900.00
-17,595.00

-18,700.00

—585.00
+578.07

—$41,201.93

Danvers.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$1,500.00
78,500.00

68,800.00
1,000.00

216.87

$150,016.87

$4,750.00
15,000.00

68,800.00
1,000.00

800.00

$90,350.00

—$3,250.00
+63,500.00

-583.13

+$59,666.87

Winchester.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$45,000.00

2,243.77

$47,243.77

$20,000.00
21,000.00

45,000.00

$86,000.00

-$20,000.00
—21,000.00

+2,243.77

—$38,756.23

Dedham.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$4,000.00

70,000.00

218.29

$74,218.29

$26,596.50

70,000.00

226.90

$96,823.40

—$22,596.50

-8.61

-822,605.11

West Springfield.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$4,000.00
29,000.00

94,500.00

$127,500.00

$15,115.00
3,000.00

94,500.00

$112,615.00

—811,115.00
+26,000.00

+814,885.00
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Northbridge.
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified hy^ Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Braintree.

Character op Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals

Debt of 1908

Incurred

$80,000.00

S80,000,00

Cancelled

$5,000.00
3,900.00

80,000.00

$88,900.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

—$5,000.00
—3,900.00

—$8,900.00

Saugus.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans.
Other temporary loans,

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$5,000.00
1,000.00

110,000.00

$116,000.00

$9,350.00
5,000.00

80,000.00

$94,350.00

—54,350.00
—4,000.00

+30,000.00

+$21,650.00

Norwood.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$120,000.00

107,300.00

$227,300.00

$15,712.50
6,500.00

100,000.00

$122,212.50

+$104,287.50
—6,500.00

+7,300.00

+$105,087.50

Milton.

General loans, . .

Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders, . .

Totals,

$175,000.00

1,060.25

$176,060.25

$21,500.00
11,000.00

175,000.00

$207,500.00

—821,500.00
—11,000.00

+ 1,060.25

—$31,439.75

Bridgewater.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used,
Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$28,500.00

$28,500.00

$28,500.00

8.46

$28,508.46

-S8.46

-S8.46

MarUehead.

General loans, . .

Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$6,000.00

77,000.00

$83,000.00

$5,000.00
8,500.00

77,000.00

$90,500.00

-$5,000.00
—2,500.00

-57,500.00
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Andover.

Chabacter of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterpjrise loans,

Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

Debt of 1908

Incurred

S5,200.00
35,000.00

143,600.00

$183,800,00

Cancelled

$24,000.00
6,000.00

148,300.00

$178,300.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

—$18,800.00
+29.000.00

i,700.00

+$5,500.00

Whitman.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used,
Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$10,500.00
4,000.00

90,000.00
10,500.00

$115,000.00

$9,000.00

85,000.00
10,500.00

$104,500.00

+$1,500.00
+4,000.00

+5,000.00

+$10,500.00

Stoneham.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds i^sed, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$1,000.00

75,000.00

1^850.00

$77,850.00

$7,000.00
5,000.00

71,000.00

$83,000.00

—^6,000.00
—5,000.00

+4,000.00

+1,850.00

-$5,150.00

Rockland.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary Ipans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$61,350.00
2,770.00

30,000.00
20,000.00

$114,120.00

$5,500.00
5,000.00

40,000.00
20,000.00

$70,500.00

+$55,850.00
—2,230.00

—10,000.00

+$43,620.00

Montague.

General loans.

Public service enterprise loans,

Cemetery loans.

Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$17,475.00

50,000.00

$67,475.00

$8,000.00

52,22.5.00

$60,225.00

+$9,475.00

—2,225.00

+$7,250.00

Hudson.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$20,000.00

5,000.00
8,500.00
360.00

$33,850.00

$13,200.00

11,300.00

5,000.00

7,000.00

$36,500.00

—$13,200.00
+8,700.00

+1,500.00
+350.00

—$2,650.00
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Spencer.

Character of Obligation.

General loans, . .

Public service enterprise loans,

Cemetery loans,
Tax loans
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

Debt of 1908

Incurred

$34,800,00

$34,800.00

Cancelled

$5,400.00

37,200.00

17.59
39.70

$42,657.29

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

-$5,400.00

—2,400.00

—17.59
—39.70

-$7,857.29

Concord.

General loans, . .

Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$66,000.00

67,000.00

$123,000.00

$7,000.00
11,000.00

57,000.00

$75,000.00

—$7,000.00
+55,000.00

-1- $48,000. 00

Maynard.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

i,000.00

250.44

$18,250.44

$4,300.00

19,700.78

$24,000.78

-$4,300.00

—1,700.78

+250.44

-85,750.34

Stoughton.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$73,500.00

$73,500.00

$2,000.00
9,000.00

64,228.00

$75,228.00

—$2,000.00
—9,000.00

+9,272.00

—$1,728.00

Swampscott.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$29,575.00
2,000.00
4,500.00

89,000.00

53.11

$125,128.11

$16,700.00

96,100.00

793.72

$113,593.72

+$12,875.00
+2,000.00
+4,500.00
—7,100.00

-740.61

+$11,534.39

Great Barrington.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$71,500.00

16,009.08
2,500.00

$90,009.08

$2,500.00

15,250.00
10,850.00

$28,600.00

+ $69,000.00

+759.08
—8,350.00

+$61,409.08
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Reading.

Character of Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

Debt op 1908

Incurred

$2,000.00
5,000.00

100,000.00

927.60

$107,927.60

Cancelled

$13,450.00
10,000.00

100.00
87,000.00
2,500.00

$113,050.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

—$11,450.00
—5,000.00
—100.00

+13,000,00
—2,500 00
+927.60

-$5,122.40

Ipswich.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$13,000.00
3,000.00

30,800.00
5,000.00

1,118.37

$52,918.37

$3,500.00
500.00

29,800.00

2,357.04

$36,157.04

+$9,500.00
+2,500.00

+1,000.00
+5,000.00

-1,238.67

+$16,761.33

Grafton.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust fupds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$5,400.00

15,000.00

950.00

$21,350,00

$2,000.00

15,000.00

$17,000.00

+$3,400.00

+950.00

+$4,350.00

Winchendon.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$900.00

46,000.00

$46,900.00

$2,000.00
4,000.00

39,000.00

$45,000.00

—$1,100.00
—4,000.00

+7,000.00

+$1,900.00

Blackstone.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Belmont.

Character of Obligation.

General loans,

Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

Debt op 1908

Incurred

$24,700.00

98,000.00

$122,700.00

Cancelled

834,000.00
2,000.00

98,000.00

3134,000.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

-$9,300.00
—2,000.00

-$11,300.00

North Andover.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$20,000.00

60,000.00

$80,000.00

$1,000.00
3,000.00

60,000.00

$64,000.00

+$19,000.00
—3,000.00

+$16,000.00

Abington.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$3,000.00

69,000.00

67.28

$72,067.28

$2,000.00
6,000.00

65,200.00

51.64

$73,251.64

—$2,000.00
—3,000.00

+3,800.00

+15.64

—$1,184.36

Westborough.

General loans,

Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$2,440.00

30,000.00

$32,440.00

$8,750.00
90,000.00

30,000.00

$128,750.00

-56,310.00
-90,000.00

$96,310.00

Wellesley.

Greneral loans.
Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

$18,000.00
8,000.00

145,000.00

$171,000.00

$16,000.00
18,000.00

150,000.00

$184,000.00

+52,000.00
—10,000.00

-5,000.00

-513,000.00

Orange.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans,
Other temporary loans,
Trust funds used, . .

Warrants or orders,
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Continued.

Mansfield.

Chakacter of Obligation.

General loans, . .

Public service enterprise loans,

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

Debt of 1908

Incurred

$24,000.00

$24,000.00

Cancelled

$3,440.00
1,000.00

24,000.00

$28,440.00

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

—$3,440.00
—1,000.00

—$4,440.00

Easton.

General loans, . _ .

Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

,500.00

66.66

$36,566.66

$33,000.00

944.23

$33,944.23

+$3,500.00

—877.57

+$2,622.43

Fairhaven.

General loans, . .

Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans,

Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$10,453.20

30,000.00

$40,453.20

$6,500.00

30,000.00

$36,500.00

+$3,953.20

+$3,953.20

Amherst.

General loans.

Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$8,000.00

,500.00

;,000.00

000.00 $11,500.00

-$3,500.00

-$3,500.00

Needham.

General loans.
Public service enterprise loans.

Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$20,000.00
15,000.00

101,500.00

$136,500.00

$14,000.00
6,500.00

98,000.00
10,000.00

$128,500.00

+$6,000.00
+8,500.00

+3,500.00
—10,000.00

+$8,000.00

Chelmsford.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans.
Cemetery loans.
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders.

Totals,

$5,700.00

28,200.00

$33,900.00

$5,520.00

21,500.00

$27,020.00

+$180.00

+6,700.00

+$6,880.00
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Table IV. — Debt Transactions for 1908 Classified by Character of Obligation

— Concluded.

Recapitulation,

Character op Obligation.

General loans,
Public service enterprise loans,
Cemetery loans,
Tax loans, ....
Other temporary loans, .

Trust funds used, .

Warrants or orders,

Totals,

Debt of 1908

Incurred

$1,575,209.18
594,270.00

4,500,00
5,848,486.58
127,500.00
10,281.62
28,012.04

?8, 188,259. 42

Cancelled

$1,284,326.75
437,492.66

1,100.00
5,653,998.78
347,350.00

602.59
31,928.29

$7,756,799.07

Increase (+) or
Decrease (—

)

+$290,882.43
+ 1.56,777.34

+3,400.00
+ 194,487.80
—219,850.00
+9,679.03
—3,916.25

+$431,460.35

Table V. — Sinking Fund Payments to the State.
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Table VI. — Method of Meeting Debt Requirements from Taxation.



Division c.

Cash Balances.

[143]
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Table VII. — Cash Balances.
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Table VII. — Cash Balances — Concluded.





Paet III.

Towns Under 5,000 Population.

1147J



Fiscal Years of Towns Under 6,000 Population.

The data given in Part III are for fiscal years ending in the several towns, as follows:

Towns.
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The towns under 5,000 population which are not included in this report are as follows:

Avon
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Receipts and Paym'ents. Towns Under 5,000 Population.

Hingham, Population (1910) 4,965.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

South Hadley, Population (1910) 4,894.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Monson, Population (1910) 4,758.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Templeton, Population (1910) 3,756.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Dalton, Population (1910) 3,568.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Dracut, Population (1910) 3,461.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Barre, Population (1910) 2,957.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Holbrook, Poprdation (1910) 2,816.

Continued.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 6,000 Population— Continued.

Billerica, Population (1910) 2,789.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 6,000 Population— Continued.

Bourne, Population (1910) 2,474.

Receipts,
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Seekonk, Population (1910) 2,397.

Continued.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Toions Under 5,000 Population

West Bridgewater, Population (1910) 2,231.

Continued.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Brookfield, Population (1910) 2,204.

Continued.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Holden, Population (1910) 2,147.

Continued.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Harwich, Population (1910) 2,115.

Continued.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Hull, Population (1910) 2,103.

Continued.

Receipts.
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Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Rehoboth, Population (1910) 2,001.

Continued.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 167

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Georgetown, Population (1910) 1,958.

Continued.

Receipts.



168 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Dennis, Population (1910) 1,919.

Continued.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 169

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Townsend, Population (1910) 1,761.

Continued.

Receipts.



170 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Colrain, Population (1910) 1,741.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 171

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Northborough, Population (1910) 1,713.

Receipts.

Revenue for current charges,

Revenue for outlays,

Offsets to outlays, ...
Debt (except refunding and temporary)
Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans,

Premiums, ....
From sinking funds, .

Agency, trust, and investment, .

Total receipts,

Balance on hand, beginning of year,

Grand Total, .

.§39,431.30

12,000.00

13,898.61

$66,329.91

1,666.69

$66,996.60

Payments.

Maintenance and interest, .

Permanent debt (except from sinking
funds),......

Sinking fund requirements from revenue,
Outlays, ......
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds, .

Permanent debt from sinking funds.

Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans, ....
Agency, trust, and investment,

Total payments,

Balance on hand, end of year,

Grand Total, ....

$32,401.92

3,000.00

1,388.86

13,000.00
13,549.72

$63,340.60

3,666.10

$66,996.60

Bellingham, Population (1910) 1,696,

Receipts.



172 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Sandwich, Population (1910) 1,688.

Receipts.

Revenue for current charges,

Revenue for outlays,

Offsets to outlays.

Debt (except refunding and temporary)
Bonds refunded, current year,

Temporary loans,

Premiums,
From sinking funds, .

Agency, trust, and investment.

Total receipts,

Balance on hand, beginning of year.

Grand Total, .

$20,670.18

305 . 00

20,000.00

3,197.45

$44,172.63

$46,415.01

Payments.

Maintenance and interest, .

Permanent debt (except from sinking

funds), . . . . .

Sinking fund requirements from revenue.

Outlays, ......
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds, .

Permanent debt from sinking funds,

Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans, ....
Agency, trust, and investment,

Total payments,

Balance on hand, end of year,

Grand Total, . .

$23,528.85

360.14

16,000.00
3,197.45

$43,086.44

S,SZ8.B7

$46,415.01

Ashland, Population (1910) 1,682.

Receipts.

Revenue for current charges.

Revenue for outlays,

Offsets to outlays,

Debt (except refunding and temporary)

Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans,

Premiums, ....
From sinking funds, .

Agency, trust, and investment, .

Total receipts,

Balance on hand, beginning of year.

Grand Total, .

$32,176.60

300.00

12,000.00

3,235.54

$47,712.14

5,031.03

$52,743.17

Payments.

Maintenance and interest, .

Permanent debt (except from sinking

funds), . . . . .

Sinking fund requirements from revenue.

Outlays, ......
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds, .

Permanent debt from sinking funds.

Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans, ....
Agency, trust, and investmentj

Total payments,

Balance on hand, end of year,

Grand Total, ....

$30,695.95

1,000.00

2,457.24

12,000.00
3,235.54

$49,388.73

3,354.44

$52,743.17

Carver, Population (1910) 1,663.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 173

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Salisbury, Population (1910) 1,658.

Continued.

Receipts.



174 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

East Longmeadow, Population (1910) 1,553.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 175

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Freetown, Population (1910) 1,471.

Continued.

Receipts.



176 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Toivns Under 6,000 Population— Continued.

Yarmouth, Population (1910) 1,420.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 177

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 6,000 Population— Continued.

Rowley, Population (1910) 1,368.

Receipts.



178 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Westwood, Population (1910) 1,266.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 179

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Nahant, Population (1910) 1,184.

Continued.

RBCBIFT3.

Revenue for current charges,

Revenue for outlays,

OflFsets to outlays, ....
Debt (except refunding and temporary).
Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans, ....
Premiums, .....
From sinking funds, ....
Agency, trust, and investment, .

Total receipts,

Balance on hand, beginning of year,

Grand Total, .

$89,708.86

462.19

32,500.00

22,310.55

$144,981.60

4,090.98

$149,072.68

Patments.

Maintenance and interest, .

Permanent debt (except from sinking
funds), . . . . .

Sinking fund requirements from revenue.
Outlays, ......
Premiums, etc., paid to sinking funds, .

Permanent debt from sinking funds.

Bonds refunded, current year.

Temporary loans, ....
Agency, trust, and investment,

Total payments,

Balance on hand, end of year.

Grand Total, ....

876,368.30

6,656.55

10,906.98

32,.500.00

22,310.55

$148,742.38

$149,072.53

Topsfield, Population (1910) 1,174.

Receipts.



180 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Lakeville, Population (1910) 1,141.

Continued.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 181

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Harvard, Population (1910) 1,034.

Receipts.



182 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 6,000 Population— Continued.

Berkley, Population (1910) 999.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 183

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Becket, Population (1910) 959.

Receipts.



184 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Enfield, Population (1910) 874.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 185

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Pojmlation

Whately, Population (1910) 846.

Continued.

Receipts.



186 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Dover, Population (1910) 798.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 187

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Poxmlation— Continued.

Dana, Population (1910) 736.

Receipts.



188 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Hampden, Population (1910) 645.

Continued.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 189

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Burlington, Population (1910) 591.

Continued.

Receipts.



190 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 6,000 Population— Continued.

Oakham, Population (1910) 552.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 191

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Chesterfield, Population (1910) 536.

Continued.

Receipts.



192 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Pelham, Population (1910) 467.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 193

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Greenwich, Population (1910) 452.

Receipts.



194 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Continued.

Dunstable, Population (1910) 408.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 195

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Monterey, Population (1910) 388.

Continued.

Receipts.



196 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population

Washington, Population (1910) 277.

Continued.

Receipts.



TOWNS UNDER 5,000 POPULATION. 197

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 6,000 Population— Continued.

Shutesbury, Population (1910) 267.

Receipts.



198 STATISTICS OF MUNICIPAL FINANCES.

Receipts and Payments. Towns Under 5,000 Population— Concluded.

Holland, Population (1910) 145.

Receipts.
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INDEX
By Cities and Towns.

Fiscal years of cities, .......
Fiscal years of towns over 5,000 population, ....
Fiscal years of towns under 5,000 population,

Aggregate receipts and payments for cities, ....
Aggregate receipts and payments for towns over 5,000 population.

Aggregate receipts and payments for towns under 5,000 population which are in

eluded in the report, ..........
Abington :

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation -

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 29),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........
Acton

:

Receipts and payments, . . ...
Acushnet :

Receipts and payments, ......
Adams :

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation —

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 61), .

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation,

Cash balances, ........
Agawam

:

Receipts and payments, . . ...
Alford:

Receipts and payments, ......
Amesbury:

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation —
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 15),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund pajonents to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxatipn,

Cash balances, ........
Amherst :

Summary of financi^al transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation —
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 62)

,

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........
Andover :

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation—
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 38),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation
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1908

1908

1908

1908

PAOB
2

82

148

22, 23

122, 123

198

116, 117

127

128

139

141

142

145

163

171

90, 91

126

128

130

141

142

144

154

196

96, 97

126

128

132

141

142

144

118, 119

127

128

140

141

142

145

106, 107

127

128

136



202 INDEX.

Andover— Con.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation,

Cash balances, . . . . . .
.• .

Arlington :

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation -

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 16),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State,

Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances,

Ashburnham :

Receipts and payments,

Ashby:
Receipts and payments,

Ashfield:

Receipts and payments,

Ashland:
Receipts and payments,

Athol:

Summary of financial transactions.

Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation -

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 1),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........
Attleborough:

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation—
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 33),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation,

Cash balances, ........
Auburn :

Receipts and payments, ......
Ayer:

Receipts and payments, ......
Barnstable :

Receipts and payments,

Barre :

Receipts and pajonents,

Becket:
Receipts and payments,

Belchertown :

Receipts and payments,

Bellingham :

Receipts and payments,

Belmont :

Summary of financial transactions.

Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligati

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 39),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State,

Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation,

Cash balances, .......
Berkley:

Receipts and payments, .....
BEVERLY:

Summary of financial transactions,

Receipts from general revenue, ....
Receipts from commercial revenue.

1908,

1908,

1908.

1908,

PAGE
141

142

145

94,95
126

128

132

141

142

144

164

• 183

182

172

100, 101

126

128

134

141

142

144

86,87
126

128

129

141

142

144

159

157

152

156

183

165

171

114, 115

127

128

139

141

142

145

182

18, 19

26,27
28,29
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1908,

1908,

BEVERLY— Con.

Detail of departmental earnings, .....
Interest receipts, ........
Summary of revenue receipts, .....
Maintenance of departments, .....
Maintenance of public service enterprises, cemeteries, and invested funda.

Summary of maintenance, ......
Interest payments, .......
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation —
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 21),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........
Billerica :

Receipts and payments, ......
Blackstone :

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation—
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 68),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State, . . .

Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation,

Cash balances, ........
Bolton:

Receipts and payments, ......
BOSTON:

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Receipts from general revenue, .....
Receipts from commercial revenue, ....
Detail of departmental earnings, .....
Interest receipts, ........
Summary of revenue receipts, .....
Maintenance of departments, .....
Maintenance of public service enterprises, cemeteries, and invested funds,

Summary of maintenance, ......
Interest payments, .......
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— '.

Relation of indebtedness to valuatipn— 1908 (line 12),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........
Bourne

:

Receipts and payments, . . . .

Braintree

:

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation—
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 46),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........
Brewster:

Receipts and payments, ......
Bridgewater :

Summary of fijiancial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation —
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 70)

,

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........
Brimfield:

Receipts and payments, ......

1908,

1908,

1908,

PAOB
30-36

37

38
41-58

59

60, 61

62

65

66

72

74

75

79

158

114, 115

127

128

138

141

142

145

186

4,5
26,27

28,29
30-36

37

38
41-58

59

60,61

62

65

66

67

74

75

79

159

102, 103

127

128

135

141

142

144

188

104, 105

127

128

135

141

142

144

184



204 INDEX.

cemeteries and invested funds,

1908,

BROCKTON:
Summary of financial transactions.

Receipts from general revenue,

Receipts from commercial revenue,

Detail of departmental earnings,

Interest receipts, ....
Summary of revenue receipts.

Maintenance of departments,

Maintenance of public service enterprises,

Summary of maintenance.

Interest payments,

Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 3) , .

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ..........
Brookfield :

Receipts and payments, ........
Brookline :

Summary of financial transactions, ......
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation — 1908,

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 66),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ..........
Buckland :

Receipts and payments, ........
Burlington :

Receipts and payments, ........

cemeteries, and invested funds.

1908,

CAMBRIDGE:
Summary of financial transactions,

Receipts from general revenue.

Receipts from commercial revenue,

Detail of departmental earnings.

Interest receipts, ....
Summary of revenue receipts.

Maintenance of departments.

Maintenance of public service enterprises.

Summary of maintenance.

Interest payments,

Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 1), .

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ..........
Canton :

Receipts and payments, ........
Carlisle :

Receipts and payments, ........
Carver :

Receipts and payments, ......•
Charlton :

Receipts and payments, ........
Chatham:

Recfipts and payments, ........
Chelmsford:

Summary of financial transactions, ......
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— 1908,

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 69), .

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
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cemeteries and invested funds,

1908,

Chelmsford— Con.

Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation,

Cash balances, .......
CHELSEA:

Summary of financial transactions.

Receipts from general revenue.

Receipts from commercial revenue.

Detail of departmental earnings.

Interest receipts, ....
Summary of revenue receipts.

Maintenance of departments,

Maintenance of public service enterprises.

Summary of maintenance.

Interest payments.

Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 6),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ..........
Cheshire :

Receipts and payments, ........
Chesterfield:

Receipts and payments, ........
CHICOPEE:

Summary of financial transactions, ......
Receipts from general revenue, .......
Receipts from commercial revenue, ......
Detail of departmental earnings, .......
Interest receipts, ..........
Summary of revenue receipts, .......
Maintenance of departments, .......
Maintenance of public service enterprises, cemeteries and, invested funds,

Summary of maintenance, ........
Interest payments, .........
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— 1908,

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 20),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ..........
Clinton

:

Summary of financial transactions, ......
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— 1908,

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 25),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State,

Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ....
Cohasset:

Receipts and payments,

Colrain :

Receipts and payments.

Concord :

Summary of financial transactions.

Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation —

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 32),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........

1908,

Dalton:
Receipts and payments,

Dana:
Receipts and payments.

154

187



206 INDEX.

Danvers:
Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation -

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 30),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation,

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt reqmrements from taxation.

Cash balances, ........
Dartmouth :

Receipts and payments, ......
Dedham :

Summary of financial transactions, ....
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation -

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 56),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ....
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation,

Cash balances,

Deerfield:

Receipts and payments,
Dennis

:

Receipts and payments,
Dighton :

Receipts and payments,
. .

Dover:

Receipts and payments,
Dracut

:

Receipts and payments,
Dunstable :

Receipts and payments.

1908,

1908

PAGE
98,99

126

128

133

141

142

144

152

98,99

126

128

133

141

142

144

161

168

160

186

155

194

1908

East Bridgewater:
Receipts and payments, .

Eastham:
Receipts and payments,

Easthampton

:

Summary of financial transactions.

Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation—
Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 48)

,

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State,

Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, . . , . . .

East Longmeadow :

Receipts and payments, .....
Easton

:

Summary of financial transactions.

Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— 1908,

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 71),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of oblig:

Sinking fund payments to the State, . .

Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances,

Edgartown :

Receipts and payments,
Egremont:

Receipts and payments,
Enfield:

Receipts and payments.

Erring:

Receipts and payments,

EVERETT:
Summary of financial transactions,

Receipts from general revenue,

Receipts from commercial revenue,

ation.

155

191

102, 103

127

128

134

141

142

144

174

118, 119

127

128

140

141

142

145

178

188

184

179

14,15

26,27

28,29
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EVERETT — Con.

Detail of departmental earnings, .......
Interest receipts, ..........
Summary of revenue receipts, .......
Maintenance of departments,........
Maintenance of public service enterprises, cemeteries, and invested funds.

Summary of maintenance, ........
Interest payments, .........
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— 1908,

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 17),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ..........
Fairhaven:

Summary of financial transactions, ......
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— 1908,

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 34),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ..........
FALL RIVER:

Summary of financial transactions, ......
Receipts from general revenue, .......
Receipts from commercial revenue, ......
Detail of departmental earnings, .......
Interest receipts, ..........
Summary of revenue receipts, . . . . .

Maintenance of departments, .......
Maintenance of public service enterprises, cemeteries, and invested funds.

Summary of maintenance, ........
Interest payments, .........
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— 1908,

Relation of indebtedness to valuation— 1908 (line 19),

Debt transactions for 1908 classified by character of obligation.

Sinking fund payments to the State, ......
Method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.

Cash balances, ..........
FITCHBURG:

Summary of financial transactions, ......
Receipts from general revenue, .......
Receipts from commercial revenue, ......
Detail of departmental earnings, .......
Interest receipts, . . . . . .

Summary of revenue receipts, .......
Maintenance of departments, .......
Maintenance of public service enterprises, cemeteries, and invested funds,

Summary of maintenance, . . , .

Interest payments, .........
Outstanding indebtedness classified by character of obligation— 1908,
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